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Joggie jbried@joggie.com.na        Kiep +264  811240648    Japie +264  812360880

                                                                                                                                         April 2014
Dear Friends and Fellow Farmers     

 The invitation to our Farmers’ Day and Auction is one of the most enjoyable highlights of stud breeding. Everyone is curious 
to see who will come, how many familiar faces again this year and how many new faces can we expect – is the Farmers’ Day 
program relevant enough to the stud breeding industry to attract people to this event? 

 It however involves much more than this! Our idea is to offer something unique to the farming community and the people that 
work with farmers. It is a big effort from a diverse group of organizations in cooperation with Hartebeestloop, to bring the latest 
scientific information to your doorstep.  The 2014 Farmers’ Day is special – the speakers are experts in their fields, the practical 
learning sessions in the afternoons have been adapted to highlight the performance of pure Bonsmara and Bonsmara crossbred 
cattle and the bull discussions are of top quality. The program for the day is on P2, or on the website (www.bonsmara.com.na). 

I heartily invite you, on behalf of Hartebeestloop and all our partnering institutions, to join us at the Farmers’ Day to learn 
something new and to enjoy the overall experience. 

The Auction is however a completely different story! It may not be as exciting but it brings along its fair share of tension - 
and a lot of it as well! It also provides a lot of excitement. The entire process from first selection, carefully watching how the bulls 
develop, the anticipation about the performance of the new blood lines, reselection, visits from stud consultants and veterinarians 
and then the final decision is a process packed with expectancy, fear and excitement. 

 We have done all of this and the bulls are now ready for the Auction! 

 At Hartebeestloop we have just recovered from the record driest year in 66 years. We were literally and figuratively on our knees. 
The entire Namibia was trapped in severe drought – decent veld was not available. This forced us to keep only the top performers 
from the best animals. Precise farming for survival was our strategy. Precision feeding – just enough to survive and specific 
selection for survival, performance and production were the key words (see the short Afrikaans news article in this regard). 

At the time of writing, the biggest part of Namibia has received good rain. We pray for good rains for everyone, but especially for 
those farmers in the western part of the country that has it the toughest. 

 The auction bulls have been chosen from the mothers that still perform well under these abnormally difficult times. These are the 
golden standard cows on Hartebeestloop and all other animals are compared to these cows’ performance. 

 It is with great pride and dedication that Hartebeestloop and the staff chose the auction bulls. These bulls are our diamonds – 
they have passed the test of time! Make some effort and have a look at the amounts of information that we provide about every 
bull and his relatives. Performance data and much more is available right at your fingertips – and we stand by these bulls. 

This year we would like to present you with something extra - the Farmers’ Catalogue. It is a Hartebeestloop initiative to present 
the scientific data in a more farmer friendly format to you. The most important consideration is that you buy the right bull for your 
breeding needs – the Farmers’ Catalogue will definitely make the decision easier. 

 Throughout 2013 and during the first part of 2014 we have travelled far and wide to view the bulls and their offspring that has 
already been sold. Stud breeders, pure Bonsmara commercial farmers, crossbreeding farmers and even emerging farmers were 
visited. The message is quite clear – the Bonsmara performs satisfactory in every possible production system and 

www.bonsmara.com.na for complete auction catalogue and bull descriptions!

                                    AUCTION             FARMERS’ DAY          
Wednesday 21 May 08H30 Thursday 22 May 11H00
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11H30       OORVET bulle se storie                                                                                     Johan Mouton (Molatek)

12H00       Wat is die DEUNTJIE vir die TOEKOMS?                                                         Joggie Briedenhann                

feeding COMPLIMENTS genetics

Joggie  0812316169   jbried@joggie.com.na  Japie  0812360880  Kiep  0811240648

Ons nooi jou hartlik uit om die besondere dag met ons te kom geniet!  
Alle lesings is gratis en middagete is N$ 40.00 per persoon. 

breeding policy. It was not only Hartebeestloop bulls that were seen – there are Bonsmara bulls from many other Namibian 
and South African breeders that were also seen. The Bonsmara performs as a breed. The exceptionally difficult conditions of 
2013 have separated the breeds and cattle that are adapted to our harsh environment from those that are not as well adapted. 
Adaptability of the Bonsmara is one of the corner stones of the breed’s success. 

 The success of the Bonsmara at weaner auctions and as slaughter oxen cannot be ignored. The value of the Bonsmara as a 
mother line breed is exceptional. The fertility and reproduction capacity of the bulls’ mothers and grandmothers on the father’s- 
and mother’s side, that is offered on all Namibian auctions, is a big achievement for the Bonsmara. Farmers realise the value of 
good reproduction in the financial chain and the Bonsmara keeps coming out at the top. 

 We have arranged financial assistance and solid funding schemes with Standard Bank, First National Bank and Agribank. 
Please contact these institutions directly to do business with them. 

 The Hartebeestloop Guarantee of Satisfaction is so unique to us, as the regular dry spells in the Kalahari – it is a given! 

 I invite you to attend the Auction on Thursday, 22 May 2014. Hartebeestloop and our guest sellers will bring you the best of 
our breeding. Only the best of the best has been chosen for the auction! 

Kind regards 

Joggie Briedenhann
                                                         

STONE SAND & GRASS

 

PROGRAMME

AGRA / HARTEBEESTLOOP  FARMERS’ DAY

 09H10      Crossbreeding - how it should be done!                                                     Prof Fanie Schoeman

10H00      The WINNING RECIPE for the win-win for ALL                                       Willem Wethmar (Chalmar Beef) 

11H30      OVERLY FAT bulls - the story                                                                           Johan Mouton (Molatek)

12H00      What is the TUNE of the FUTURE?                                                                  Joggie Briedenhann                

      genetics in progress

14H00       Bull-power!                                                                                                                 Danie Bosman                         
15H00       Bulls through the ring, discussion and socializing!
                                                                                     Kiep Lepen,  Japie Bestebreurtje & Joggie Briedenhann

like us- low input, HIGH returns

        

Wednesday 21 May

we make it happen...
A BETTER LIFE

Joggie  0812316169   jbried@joggie.com.na  Japie  0812360880  Kiep  0811240648

We cordially invite you to attend this special day with us! 
All lectures are free and lunch is available at N$ 40.00 per person.

EXPLANATION OF THE SIGNS USED THROUGHOUT:
 The grass/sand & stone sign indicate the area where the bull was raised.

      feeding COMPLEMENTS genetics
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LOT 1 : HART 10 - 240
His sire is CEF 04-462 (Fourie Scheepers, Zinabos Bonsmaras) that has really done well 

on Hartebeestloop. Both his bull and heifer calves are now coming to the fore in the herd. 
We are already using one son in the herd. His dam HART 06-073’s AFC is 37 months, ICP 
of 338 days for 5 calves, wean index of 100 for the 5 calves and weans at 45,7% of her body 
mass and RI of 109. Simply a superb cow. 

HART 10-240 is a typical Hartebeestloop “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and heifers in any produc-
tion system. He is a strong bull with outstanding musculature. His eye-muscle surface breeding value index of 130 is far above 
the breed average – have a good look at the width the bull presents across the back, his tortoise muscle and forearm. He is 
wide in his chest and takes this width right through to the back. HART 10-240 presents excellent height/length ratio of 1:21, but 
still a very good topline that ends in a perfect slope of rump. The bull has outstanding balance with good capacity, thighs are 
loaded with meat, good meat traits across the loin area and full behind the shoulder. 

It is difficult to breed better adaptability traits than those presented by HART 10-240 – coat and hair are excellent, hump 
development is very good, tail hangs on the ground and his sheath/navel flap combination is 100%. His legs and claws are 
excellent for our extensively difficult conditions. His veld bull index, which reflects adaptability to a great extent, is 103. His 
secondary masculinity traits are very strong – observe his head and darkening in the neck area. His scrotum is clean, hangs 
perfectly and measures 38 cm. 

HART 10-240 has good breeding value indices – exactly the way we want them. On breed average for birth direct with suf-
ficient growth, good efficiency and balanced body measurements. 

I can recommend HART 10-240 with confidence for any stud or herd. He has an abundance of potential – phenoptically 
correct, good performance testing values and outstanding meat traits. If you have not yet established the bloodline in your 
herd, now is your chance. He will do extremely well in breeding replacement heifers – his pelvis index of 107 is very good. 
Just imagine how he would transfer his build, adaptability traits and pelvis measurements to his heifers – you won’t be able to 
handle all the enquiries! 

Pay special attention to this bull – he has many good traits and qualities!

LOT 2 : HART 10 - 257
He is bred from ADV 06-198 of Stormfontein Bonsmaras (Arthur de Villiers senior). There 

are outstanding calves of this bull on Hartebeestloop and another lot that still will follow. The 
mother is HART 08-140 which comes from NOSA Bonsmara bloodline. Much has been said 
and written about the excellent crossbreeding effect within the Bonsmara and also across 
breeds when such unrelated animals are used. HART 10-257 is a good example of this. 

HART 08-140 is 5 years old with 4 calves, AFC is 27 months, ICP of 352 days and reproduction index of 118. She is an ex-
cellent cow and weans her calves at 47,7% of her body mass (548 kg). Time and again she is in the first group that is ready to 
breed. Her mother is still in the herd and part of the Elite group of cows. 

HART 10-257 is a perfect example of what a Namibian Bonsmara beefer bull should look like. He is a robust, thick bull with 
good width throughout. Musculature is good (breeding value index for eye-muscle surface is 102), height/length ratios are ex-
cellent (1:24), there is good depth through the forequarter and very good spring of rib and general capacity. Topline is strong, 
slope of rump is very good and packed with meat, excellent hindquarter, wide across the hocks and filled with meat in the loins. 
The bull’s meat traits are outstanding. 

HART 10-257 has excellent adaptability traits – shiny coat and hair, long tail, strong hooves and legs, good hump develop-
ment and thick skin (16 cm) which is loose and movable. Pay attention to the masculinity and especially the attitude of HART 
10-257 – here is a bull that is wide awake! He presents a strong head with strong eyebrows, good width between the eyes and 
a well-formed scrotum that measures 39,5 cm. 

He is full of muscle and must only be used on cows. 
His breeding value indices are very good – he is heavier than breed average on birth direct and from there on all the other 

values are as good as we want them in the meat industry. He is a TOP PERFORMER during the performance testing with 
indices of 108 for average daily gain (ADG), 103 for Kleiber (growth on the veld), 112 veld bull economic index and 
pelvis index of 104.
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LOT 3 : HART 10 - 304
He is bred from AG 06-350 and WCS 02-109. Both these animals have genetic material 

that is unrelated to existing Namibian genetic material. WCS 02-109 is still in good reproduc-
tive condition. She is now 11 years old with 8 calves, RI of 101, ICP of 419 days and wean 
index of 104/7. She weans her calves at on average 48,1% of her body mass. She has now 
been certified again as being in calf. She retains a relatively good condition and we are 

watching her closely. 
HART 10-304 is a medium-frame bull that can be used on cows and heifers. He presents very strong masculinity with strong 

head, good eyebrows, strong developed neck with nice darkening and an excellent scrotum. The scrotum measures 38,5 cm, 
hangs symmetrically and is smooth. HART 10-304 presents sufficient musculature, nice depth, good width throughout and 
ample capacity. The bull has very good balance. 

There are very good adaptability traits with coat and hair of excellent quality. The hump development is good, topline is 
strong, tail is long and his legs and hooves are of very good quality. His topline is good with an eye-muscle surface that is 
better than breed average. HART 10-304 has an abundance of meat and is overall loaded with meat – especially at the shoul-
ders, thighs and hindquarter. He presents a twist area that hangs low and which is full of meat. The breeding value indices for 
dressing-mass percentage and carcass production are 121 and 109 respectively. They are excellent values and an indication 
of the quantity of meat the bull is carrying. If you want to improve the meat traits in your herd, you don’t have to look any further. 
Here is the bull for you! 

His breeding value indices are also well balanced. Minimally heavier than breed average on birth direct with sufficient growth 
and much milk. He performs well during the performance testing with ADG index (110) and Kleiber index (110).

HART 10-304 is a good bull. He is functionally effective, structurally correct, meat traits are top of the range, breeding value 
indices are good, pedigrees are unrelated and the overall performance during the test of economically advantageous traits is 
also right. Farmers must look carefully at this bull – he is a force to be reckoned with.

LOT 4 : HART 09 - 0055
It is with a sad heart and heavy hand that I write this bull description. HART 09-055 is cur-

rently my top bull at Hartebeestloop and the calves I have bred from him is of top quality. But 
we have lots and lots of AG 98-338 genetics in the herd and I have to give newer genetics 
a fair chance. 

He is bred from AG 98-338 and JMP 04-139. She is part of the “Royal Family” of cows and 
is also a 2014 Elite Gold SA Stud Book cow. Unfortunately she has only provided us with two 

bull calves – HART 09-055 and HART 12-022. JMP 04-139‘s AFC is 28 months, ICP is 379 days for 8 calves with a RI of 113. 
She weans her calves at 51,2% of her weight and has an average wean index of 100/7. These are noteworthy reproduction 
and production values for the Kalahari. 

HART 09-055 is one of the top bulls at the auction. He is a proven stud sire and his calves are of outstanding quality. 
He constantly breeds good conformation, beautiful adaptability traits, good tail attachment and strong heads with well-formed 
scrotums. He also breeds outstanding meat traits and his calves present with strong hind quarters and is overall packed with 
meat. You can easily distinguish his calves from the other calves in the herd. He has been used with our best cows but also in 
cow groups where the conformation, muscling and capacity could be improved on. His calves are in both the aforementioned 
groups of cows, an improvement on the parents and that is what breeding is all about. I can therefore strongly recommend this 
bull if you want to quickly advance the genetic quality of your herd. 

His birth direct breeding value of 4,53 is more than the breed average. The average birth weight of his calves at Harte-
beestloop is 39 kg with the heaviest calf being 45 kg and the lightest calf weighing 30 kg. We have never had any calving 
problems with this bull. In general his calves are doing very well in their individual groups and there are sons of his, that show 
promising potential at a young age. 

You can view the bull personally from the photos on the website or during the auction. He is quite impressive and will take 
your breath away! His adaptability traits, masculinity and conformation are excellent. He is packed with meat and is filled well 
in all areas. He has a high libido and the pregnancy percentage of the cows in his group is always good. 

Like any other stud breeder, we are extremely pleased if we breed an outstanding bull. HART 09-055 is Hartebeestloop’s 
diamond bull and he has to go to a top stud breeder. We will keep one semen share of this bull. I know that I will regret my 
decision to sell HART 09-055.
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LOT 5 : ADV 06 - 198
He is one of the proven stud sires we put for auction this year. He was purchased from 

Stormfontein Bonsmara (late Arthur de Villiers senior). 
We have plenty of his offspring and a son of his is already being used. Have a good look at 

his sons on auction – they are part of his first offspring on Hartebeestloop and quite a number 
of them are still on the way. 

ADV 06-198 was used only on cows due to his build and size of frame. I suggest that the new owner should do the same. 
His calves look very good. He breeds good depth and capacity and slightly larger-frame animals. His calves all display splen-

did coat and hair with long tails. He breeds glossy coats on a regular basis. 
You can clearly see that he breeds good meat traits. I think this is one of his strong traits which he transfers. 
The bull calves’ scrotums look good and some of the older sons in the growth tests also present good scrotums – both in 

shape and size. His claws have lasted extremely well in the sand and it seems that he constantly breeds strong claws. Not a 
single one of his progeny has developed any problems with claws. 

Please refer to the catalogue to check his very good breeding values. 
ADV 06-198 has done his share at Hartebeestloop over and over again. He has excellent progeny and his contribution to the 

herd will still be evident for years to come. 
He can still be used for a number of years and will have a great impact wherever he goes. Stud breeders would certainly be 

able to utilise the good traits he bred at Hartebeestloop. 
He will be a great asset to the commercial farmer and bring excellent improvement to the herd. 
You won’t be sorry if make space for him in your herd.

LOT 6 : HART 10 - 347
He is bred from AR 06-224 and DNT 03-039. She is a high-potential reproduction cow with 

AFC of 29 months, ICP of 356 days for 9 calves, 100% stud approval and she weans her 
calves at 50,8% of her body mass. Her average wean index is 95. Year by year she breeds 
a calf that can be sold or kept and used. There is again a good son of hers in a growth test 
on Dassiesfontein that is performing well. She is part of the “Royal Family” of cows on Harte-

beestloop. 
Progeny of hers was sold to Danie Kotze, Ronnie Coleman, Lomupa Wildlife and Labuschagne Boerdery. 
LAR 06-224 is bred by the Ralfe family and is in all respects a bull that presents superbly and breeds even more exception-

ally. I purchased the bull together with Piet du Toit of Pilanesberg Bonsmaras. 
You have to see HART 10-347 for yourself to appreciate him. He has been used with great success in the Hartebeestloop 

stud on heifers and cows and has produced outstanding calves. He has very good length (height/length ratio of 1:24), excellent 
musculature (breeding value index of 115), good depth and very good width throughout. He is a bull with good capacity, strong 
topline, good hindquarter with strong legs and claws. He is loaded with meat! – inner and outer loins are full, full behind the 
shoulder and in the loin area. His calves are exactly the way I have described above. 

He has sufficient masculinity in the head, wide between the eyes, wide mouth with good darkening. His scrotum measures 37 
cm, is symmetrical and hangs perfectly. His sheath/navel flap combination is very good. His adaptability traits are remarkable 
and that can also be seen in his veld bull index of 110. 

HART 10-347’s breeding value indices are very good. He is lower than breed average on birth direct, presents outstanding 
growth and feed efficiency traits and is lower on milk maternal. The milk figure is not really a problem – his father is outstanding 
on milk (BVI 109) and HART 10-347’s BVI already changed from 84 to 91 BVI between the last 2 BLUP analyses. Remember 
there were no model adaptations for the last BLUP analysis – only the effect of the progeny recorded. As progeny is recorded, 
his milk maternal figure will improve. His mother DNT 03-039 is low on milk. 

HART 10-347 is a stud bull with exceptional qualities and traits. Breeders must give him serious consideration. 
Check out his calves as well. He has my recommendation and guarantee of satisfaction.

HARTEBEESTLOOP AUCTION - 22 MAY 2014, 11H00
AGRA / HARTEBEESTLOOP FARMERS’ DAY - 21 MAY 2014, 8H30
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LOT 7 : HART 11 - 101
He is bred from BG 04-037 – he was selected for us by the late Kit Thompson at the Gene 

Pool Auction. We always strived to get genetic material from this group of select breeders. 
The dam is WCS 03-033 which was a Pedigree Elite Silver cow in 2013. Her AFC is 35 

months, ICP 376 days for 8 calves with average wean index of 99/7 and RI of 109. She 
weans on average at 50,2% of her body mass and has a stud approval percentage of 80%. 

HART 11-101 is an impressive bull that is superbly adapted to our extensive conditions. He 
gleams, has smooth hair, nice pigmentation, a strong hump, long tail, good legs and claws and is constantly in a good condition. 
His condition count during the Hartebeestloop veld bull test was always among the best and that is why he performs extremely 
well during the test with an index of 113. For us there is almost no difference between the terms: condition and adaptability. 

He is a robust, thick bull with very good masculinity. The head is strong with good eyebrows, thick bull neck with good darken-
ing and good scrotum measuring 40 cm. The meat traits of the bull are striking – look at the capacity, depth through forequarter, 
musculature, topline, hindquarter, width of the bull as well as the length and fullness of the slope of rump. Namibia delivers 
meat from the veld and for this reason we need such bulls like HART 11-101. 

HART 11-101’s build and meat do not materialise over night – it takes years of selective breeding and experience to know 
exactly what the market wants. His dressing-mass percentage and carcass production breeding value indices are 129 and 118 
respectively. If you are looking for meat in your herd – here is the bull for the job. 

His breeding value indices are good. Birth direct is low and from there on he presents very strong growth values. His wean 
index is 100, ADG index 101, Kleiber index 99 and pelvis index 100. He is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used 
on cows and heifers. 

HART 11-101 has impressed me since his young-bull stage. I have been watching him for some time. He is a potential stud 
bull and breeders ought to put him on their shortlist. He is a striking animal with good qualities and traits which ought to 
be of great importance in any herd.

LOT 8 : HART 10 - 331
He is bred from AG 03-029 and HART 07-057. We have used AG 03-029 with great suc-

cess in the Hartebeestloop stud. HART 07-057 is a combination of AG 98-338 on the father’s 
side and RCO 98-037 on the mother’s side. She comes from one of our most fertile mother 
lines. Her AFC is 20 months, ICP of 360 days for 6 calves, RI of 124 and wean index of 
99/5. She weans at 45,2% of her body mass and has 100% stud approval for her calves. 
Her mother BHE 04-104 is still in the stud with equally outstanding reproduction and produc-

tion figures. From the HART 07-057/BHE 04-104 mother lines, I sold 2 very strong bulls to Harry Erasmus and Chris Visser of 
Skatkis Bonsmaras. I also sold a splendid pregnant heifer to Johannes Gawaxab. This is a first-class mother line. 

HART 10-331 is an early mature, medium-frame bull that can be used on heifers and cows. He presents very good capacity, 
good balance with sufficient musculature. He is a thick bull with strong topline, good slope of rump and strong legs. 

His masculinity traits are well developed – head is strong, eyebrows are well developed, darkening is present and scrotum 
is excellent (40 cm circumference). HART 10-331 has very good height/length ratio of 1:27 – there is extra meat and weight in 
extra length. His underline is clean with good sheath/navel flap combination. Have a good look at his outstanding adaptability 
traits – coat and hair are perfect, splendid pigmentation, skin is 15 mm thick, hump is well developed and claws are strong. 

His breeding value indices are well balanced and you can clearly see that he can also be used as heifer bull. Birth direct is 
slightly above breed average, there is sufficient growth, above average daily weight gain and excellent feed efficiency values. 

HART 10-331’s potential was recognised early. He ought to go to a top herd where his traits and qualities can be used to the 
advantage of the Bonsmaras. I can recommend him with assurance – use him in your stud or commercial herd. He will breed 
outstanding replacement heifers that are well adapted and have a very good build.

LOT 9 : HART 10 - 224
He is a large-frame type bull bred from LMR 05-092 (Paul Mare, Limerick Bonsmaras) 

and BHE 03-130. She is a 2014 Elite Gold award cow with excellent reproduction ability and 
performances. Her ICP is 391 days for 8 calves, reproduction index 109 and wean index 101 
for 7 calves. She is now 11 years old and her last ICP is 383 days – this is exactly the type 
of performances all of us are looking for in a cow herd. LMR 05-092 is a slightly larger-frame 
bull that breeds extremely well. The average birth weight of his calves is 37 kg. We have 

used him with great success on the “feeble breeding value indices cows” in order to breed good progeny. He breeds excellently 
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LOT 10 : HART 11 - 170
He is bred from AG 03-359 and NGO 02-010. Her AFC is 32 months, ICP of 384 days for 

9 calves and RI of 109. She has 83% stud approval of her calves. She is also a 2014 Elite 
Gold Pedigree award cow. 

AG 03-359 is doing extremely well with us and there are 3 sons which are being used in 
the herd. He constantly breeds well meated animals with sufficient musculature which retain 

condition on the veld. He typifies what the farmers call the “wet bulls” – they present early fat deposition and are soon in the 
right condition on the veld. His breeding value index for milk is high and his heifers have much milk. Those are precisely the 
combinations we want to breed on Hartebeestloop. In our opinion he breeds exactly the way we see the modern Bonsmara. 

HART 11-170 is an early mature medium-frame bull. He is an “All Rounder All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and 
heifers. There is good adaptability with excellent coat and hair, thick loose skin with many folds in the neck area, good hump 
development, long tail and very good legs and claws. His walking ability in rocky terrain is outstanding. There is a lot of mas-
culinity in this bull – his head is always up and his eyes are alert. The traits will immediately catch your eye when you see the 
bull. His scrotum hangs very well, is symmetrical and smooth. Scrotal circumference is 37 cm. 

There is a lot of meat on this bull. Topline is strong, presents very good rump (slope and length), wide hocks and full inner 
and outer thighs. There is good musculature, very good capacity, depth and width and nice length (height/length ratio is 1:28). 
His underline is smooth with good sheath/navel flap combination. He is a Top Performer with wean index (99), ADG index (112), 
Kleiber index (110) and veld bull index (113). No matter where and how he has been measured, he has always come out top. 

His ultrasound scan shows excellent breeding value indices – size of eye-muscle surface (BVI 120), early fat deposition (BVI 
140) and marbling (142). Those are the ideal combinations for an outstanding veld bovine. 

HART 11-170 is one of my favourites for the auction. As breeder I know how difficult it is to ensure that pedigrees, breed-
ing values, own performances, meat traits and economically important traits are in harmony with conformation, adaptability, 
masculinity, robustness and attitude. Don’t overlook HART 11-170, he deserves special attention!

and his progeny is very popular with the ox farmers. He breeds carcasses that have an abundance of meat and a lot of his sons 
are found all over Namibia.

HART 10-224 must only be used on cows. His conformation and high growth ability are the reasons that he cannot be used 
on heifers. His adaptability traits are outstanding – splendid, glossy coat and hair, long tail and strong legs and claws. He is 
masculine – just look at the darkening of the forequarter, and his scrotum is large, well formed and hangs nicely. It measures 
38 cm prior to auction. 

HART 10-224 is loaded with meat. He breeds a strong skeletal framework and has the growth ability to quickly pack meat on 
to the framework. His musculature is good, there is good length, strong topline, good depth through the forequarter, nice capac-
ity and width with well-filled thighs. His hindquarter is well developed with muscles that stretch far down the hock sections. The 
loin and slope of rump are full of meat. If meat is your business, this is definitely the bull for you! 

His breeding value indices are very good throughout and typical of a larger-frame bull that is a good grower. There is much 
milk, strong growth, good feed efficiency and positive reproduction breeding value indices. You can’t get better breeding value 
indices. 

HART 10-224 will do exceedingly well in any weaner calf or ox production system. He is also ideal for any crossbreeding 
programme – he will bring out the best in your crossbred cows! His prepotency to breed good milk and strong pre-wean and 
post-wean growth will ensure heavy weaner calves and oxen. Farmers who want a little more “beef” and growth ability must 
carefully consider him for their herd.

LOT 11 : HART 10 - 187
He is bred from HART 06-058 that was sold to Henning and Barbara du Toit of Charlot-

tenberg Bonsmaras. HART 06-058 is unrelated to most of our bloodlines. The dam is WCS 
07-041 from the late Wally Stay. She has adapted well and her ICP of 366 for 3 calves with 
RI of 105 and wean weight ratio of 55% are very good. We are very satisfied with the animals 
Cecil van der Merwe purchased on our behalf at the estate auction of Wally Stay. 

We used HART 10-187 in the stud on Dassiesfontein (rocky farm). He performed very well throughout as young bull and 
proved early that there is much potential. The ice-cold and harsh Eastern Cape kept the framework of the WCS cows small. 
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LOT 12 : HART 10 - 320
He is bred from CEF 04-462 (Zinabos Bonsmaras) – which is actually genetic material that 

is unrelated to most of the existing Namibian animals. The dam is AEJ 06-113 with AFC 23 
months, ICP 369 days for 6 calves, reproduction index of 119 and wean index of 102/5. I sold 
a very good son of hers to Johann Human of Human Boerdery. She is an excellent cow with 
very high reproduction value. 

HART 10-320 is a medium-frame, typical Hartebeestloop “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull with high stud potential. Use him on 
heifers and cows – his build is right for heifers and his growth ability outstanding for use on cows. 

HART 10-320 is a robust and masculine bull with strong head, nice darkening in the neck area and good scrotum (scrotal 
circumference is 41 cm). There are strong eyebrows, good width between the eyes and a generally proud attitude. He has a 
good pelvis index of 100 and his progeny also ought to calf easily without any problems. 

Here is a bull that presents exceptional adaptability – splendid pigmentation, smooth coat and hair, very nice hump, long tail, 
strong legs and hooves and a clean underline with very good sheath/navel flap combination. 

He is loaded with meat and has very good length (height/length ratio 1:24) and presents very good musculature. His eye-
muscle surface breeding value index is 122, dressing-mass percentage 107 and carcass production 115. This bull has the 
correct conformation and carries an abundance of meat. There is good depth through the forequarter, sufficient capacity and 
strong and wide hocks. Topline is right, slope of rump is good and full of meat and so are the thighs. 

HART 10-320’s breeding value indices are very good throughout. There is very good growth ability, outstanding feed effi-
ciency, balanced body measurements and excellent reproduction ability. His breeding value indices confirm exactly what is in 
the kraal – a medium-frame, adapted bull with good meat traits and high in reproduction ability. 

Stud breeders should put HART 10-320 high on their list. He is of top quality and ought to go to a serious stud breeder. He 
embodies all the traits and qualities expected of a stud bull. I recommend him with conviction and confidence.

We used HART 10-187 to improve the framework, breeding value indices and production performances of the cows’ progeny. 
He did this exceedingly well. His pelvis index is 110 and his young heifers are nicely wide between the pin bones. 

HART 10-187 should preferably only be used on cows and grown-out heifers. He is slightly bigger than medium frame with 
very good growth ability. Despite my recommendation – his calves’ average birth weight is only 34 kg. The bull is phenoptically 
very good with good adaptability traits, strong masculinity and very good build. His claws are outstanding – he was moved 
between farms of rocky terrain and sand dunes without any problems with his claws or the ability to walk. His veld bull index is 
118 which shows that he will easily adapt wherever he is. 

He is packed with meat. There is sufficient length, depth through the forequarter, capacity, strong topline and ample width. 
His eye-muscle surface is also better than breed average value and his breeding value for early fat deposition is also very 
good. I can see it in this bull – he retains his condition very well throughout. His scrotum hangs perfectly, is symmetrical in size 
and well formed and measures 43 cm prior to the auction. Phenoptically and structurally he really presents superbly. 

HART 10-187 has well balanced breeding value indices. Slightly heavier on birth weight direct, with very good pre-wean and 
post-wean growth values, as well as a scrotum breeding value index of 116. 

His good build and above average growth ability are definitely his strong points. Stud breeders should take a special interest 
in him – his calves are among the best on Dassiesfontein. He has constantly bred good conformation and strong growth. At 
the auction he is one of the favourites of Hartebeestloop.

LOT 13 : HART 10 - 202
He is bred from AG 03-359 and VBB 08-076. She is an outstanding cow and part of the 

“Royal Family” of cows on Hartebeestloop. Her AFC is 29 months, ICP of 349 days for 4 
calves, RI of 116, average wean index of 108 for 4 calves and she weans her calves at 48,7% 
of her body mass. A strong Kalahari cow and that’s that! The South African cows that have 
adapted, have added outstanding value to the Hartebeestloop herd. She is one of them. 

I have to mention at this point that HART 10-202’s colour is perhaps not as typical of the Bonsmara and as most of us would 
prefer. But the bull has so many other excellent traits that I cannot do otherwise than to bring him to the auction. He has been used 
at Hartebeestloop in the old stud cow herd – if I could just get a few calves with his build and performance I would be very satisfied. 
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LOT 14 : HART 10 - 255
He is bred from ADV 06-198 which was purchased from the late Arthur de Villiers (senior) 

of Stormfontein Bonsmaras. ADV 06-198 has been used a lot in the Hartebeestloop herd 
and we are very satisfied with the quality of his progeny. HART 10-255 is one of his sons that 
have impressed us greatly and he was used in the Hartebeestloop herd in 2013. His dam is 
HART 08-156. 

HART 10-255 is a slightly larger-frame (3,5) bull with excellent adaptability traits. The quality of the coat and hair is very 
good – it gleams in the Kalahari sun. There is good hump development, long tail, strong legs and claws and a clean underline. 
He is a model of adaptability for the Bonsmara breed – and that is what distinguishes us from most of the other breeds. He is 
a typical robust and masculine Hartebeestloop bull with attitude, strong head, splendid darkening and very good scrotum. The 
scrotal circumference is 42 cm. 

His meat traits impressed us and the consultants. We have to select good meat directly off the veld. His breeding value 
indices for dressing-mass percentage and carcass production are 133 and 142 respectively. His strong points are not to be 
doubted. He has very good capacity, good depth through the forequarter, strong musculature, very nice width throughout and 
good hindquarter. Just look at the slope of rump, length and meat – they are as close to the ideal as we can get. He also pre-
sents the “sjambok” lashes on the hindquarter which are an indication of good musculature. His eye-muscle surface breeding 
value index is 121. 

HART 10-255’s breeding value indices are among the best. He is slightly heavier on birth direct, presents outstanding growth 
ability, much milk, good ADG, excellent feed efficiency and superb reproduction values. That is exactly what the bull looks like 
and how we expect him to breed. 

HART 10-255 can be used only on cows. 
HART 10-255 is a stud adept bull we value greatly. We have used him in the herd ourselves. Stud breeders should ear-

mark this bull. He is one of the best available and ought to go to a stud herd.

He is a typical medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. HART 10-202 is a model of good 
capacity combined with good height/length ratio of 1:24. He is wide throughout, especially on the back where the eye-muscle 
surface (breeding value index 107) is better than breed average. He is deep through the forequarter with good spring of rib. “He 
is a full bull – full of meat”. Check out the thighs, the loin full of meat, full behind the shoulder and the area above the line from 
pin bone to hooks, all of which are loaded with expensive meat. He has an outstanding hindquarter – wide across the hocks 
where the hindquarter muscles are attached. His masculinity traits are very good – strong eyebrows, good darkening and good 
scrotum measuring 43 cm. 

He performs very well during performance testing – wean index (100), ADG index (114), Kleiber index (114) and veld bull 
index (115). 

His breeding value indices are very well balanced. Low on birth direct, more than enough growth and feed efficiency with 
good reproduction values. 

Farmers must take a long hard look at HART 10-202. His colour will bother stud breeders. The bull has good traits and 
will have a great impact on many herds. His breeding value index for early fat deposition (gaining condition on the veld early) 
is 137! The trait is important in any herd, especially if your economic success depends on marketing or pairing your animals 
straight from the veld with only precision lick supplement. Commercial farmers can introduce excellent build and much milk into 
their herds with this bull. 

We should listen to the cattle herdsmen when they say “This bull, he is always fat”!

LOT 15 : HART 11 - 021
HART 11-021 is a good son of WAT 04-339. The dam is JPL 06-0114 with AFC 23 months, 

ICP of 377 days for 5 calves, RI of 119 and wean index of 94/4. She weans at 45,4% of her 
body mass. We are using a good son of WAT 04-339 in the herd. 

HART 11-021 is typical example of what WAT 04-339 breeds – medium frame, early ma-
ture, good length and well meated bull. He presents very good adaptability traits and this can 

clearly be seen in his performance on the veld with a veld bull index of 115. He is one of the best performers during the veld 
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LOT 16 : HART 11 - 041
He is bred from LAR 06-224 and AG 04-392. Her AFC is 38 months, ICP of 367 days for 

6 calves, RI of 106 and average wean index of 98 for 4 calves. I have already written about 
LAR 06-224 elsewhere in the catalogue – please read those sections to find out more about 
the bull. 

HART 11-041 has exhibited stud material from an early age. He is a larger-frame bull (3,5 
– 4) that must be used only on cows. Despite his larger frame he is in very good balance. He is exceptionally well adapted to 
the extensive conditions with good coat and hair, thick, loose and movable skin, splendid pigmentation, good hump and strong 
legs and claws. He stood out throughout the testing on the veld – you always noticed him. 

He is a robust, masculine bull with strong eyebrows and an excellent scrotum. It hangs perfectly, is symmetrical and meas-
ures 34,5 cm. He presents a typical strong bull’s neck with good darkening. That is how we have to breed them – bulls must 
look like bulls – from far away! 

We gave him top marks for meat qualities. His breeding value indices for dressing-mass percentage and carcass production 
are 100 and 113 respectively. He is long, presents good depth through the forequarter, outstanding capacity with good width 
throughout. His eye-muscle surface breeding value index is 129 which is much better than breed average and this supports the 
strong topline. He also presents a good breeding value index for early fat deposition (102) and that endorses his ability to gain 
condition fast and retain it. His pelvis index is 105. 

HART 11-041’s breeding value indices bear out exactly what is standing infront of you. He is a larger-frame bull with heavier 
birth weight direct, outstanding pre-wean and post-wean growth, excellent daily weight gains and equally outstanding values 
for feed efficiency and reproduction. 

HART 11-041 is a potential stud bull and stud breeders must not lose sight of him. Check out his birth direct value and if 
you can accommodate it in your herd, don’t think twice about this bull. 

I strongly recommend him to the serious stud breeder.

test. He performs very well with what is available from the natural veld. He presents very good coat and hair and strong legs. 
He has good masculinity, is a classic head-up bull, nice darkening with good scrotal circumference of 37,5 cm. 
There is good capacity and sufficient width in the bull and that together with his outstanding height/length ratio of 1:23 gives 

him good balance. His eye-muscle surface is far better than breed average (BVI 104) and his early fat deposition breeding 
value index is 92. His dressing-mass percentage and carcass production breeding value indices are 108 and 105 respectively. 
This shows that he will gain sufficient condition on the veld quickly and that he is a typical easy fleshing bull that ought to breed 
marketable progeny relatively fast. 

HART 11-021’s breeding value indices are good with very good growth ability, more than enough milk, high average daily 
weight gain and favourable feed efficiency. He is an “All Rounder All Purpose” bull that can safely be used on cows and heifers. 
This bull has an abundance of meat and good growth and can effectively be used on cows. 

HART 11-021 can be used with great success in any stud or commercial herd to establish correct build, good meat traits and 
favourable breeding value indices. He is functionally and structurally very correct and is a bull that is safe to use. There is really 
nothing negative that you would introduce into your herd with this bull.

LOT 17 : HART 11 - 012
At the least, the sons or grandsons of AG 98-338 must always be on offer at the Harte-

beestloop auction. It just doesn’t sound right if such sons or grandsons are not on auction. 
HART 11-012 is such a bull. He is bred from AG 02-251 and BHE 02-104. I’m not going to 
say anything about AG 02-251 – everyone knows the bull and what contribution he makes to 
the Bonsmara. BHE 02-104’s AFC is 31 months, ICP is 416 days for 8 calves with 83% stud 

approval, RI of 105 and wean index of 101/8. She weans her calves at 48,3% of her body mass. She is an excellent cow that 
still performs far above breed average under marginal cattle farming conditions. 

HART 11-012 is a medium-frame bull with good musculature and good capacity. The topline is strong, there is very good 
width, good depth in the forequarter and nice spring of rib. His height/length ratio is excellent at 1:25. He is a well balanced bull. 
His conformation is such that he must only be used on cows. His width through the chest floor, points of shoulder and good 
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LOT 18 : HART 10 - 272
A very good bull bred from the top cows in the herd. She is BHE 02-035 that has already 

had 10 calves with ICP of 413 days. Her reproduction index is 105, wean index is 111 with 
an average wean weight ratio of 50,2%. She has adapted extremely well and maintains 
excellent production and reproduction figures for the Kalahari. The sire is AG 03-359 that 
does exceptionally well at Hartebeestloop. We are using the bull to breed good milk (wean 

maternal breeding value index of 129), easy fleshing and good capacity. There are of course many other good traits he breeds 
constantly. 

HART 10-272 is an “All Rounder” medium-frame bull that can be used on cows and heifers. He is a TOP PERFORMER with 
wean index (104), ADG index (111), Kleiber index (107), veld bull index (104) and pelvis index (95). He stood out in his group 
during performance testing. That is also a good indication of his excellent adaptability traits. You could not ask for better – 
strong hooves and legs, good width across the hocks, very good coat and hair, skin is thick and loose and strong hump. He is 
masculine with strong eyebrows and a bold attitude. This is a macho bull! 

HART 10-272 is loaded with meat. There is good musculature, full thighs, strong topline with above average eye-muscle 
surface and excellent width and capacity. Height/length ratio of 1:18 is good and he presents very good balance. Our breeding 
policy is to breed more bulls of the type that gains condition quickly, packs on meat rapidly and whose musculature is supple. 
The long-term retention of daughters of hard-muscled flair bulls in the herd is at times not good. 

His breeding value indices are well balanced. Light on birth direct, very strong on wean maternal and good feed efficiency. 
His scrotum value is negative but his measured scrotal circumference prior to the auction is 41 cm. You would do well to read 
the section on scrotum correction factors for herds that undergo extensive growth testing, to make sense of the lower breeding 
value index but outstanding size and shape of scrotums. HART 10-272’s scrotum hangs symmetrically, has good volume and 
excellent shape. 

I won’t say much more about the bull. He is functionally effective, structurally correct, among the best we can breed and for 
the rest he can speak for himself! 

HART 10-272 is a potential stud bull. He has all the traits and qualities looked for in the modern Bonsmara. Stud breeders 
must give him serious consideration. His strong traits will have a significant impact on your herd.

musculature are all contra-indications for use on heifers. 
He is very masculine with strong head, good eyebrow development and strong neck. His scrotum measures 38,5 cm, is 

smooth and clean. There is a small chink between the testicles which is completely within breed standard. His adaptability is 
outstanding – coat and hair are good, hump development is strong and his legs and claws are very strong. His underline is 
clean with very good sheath/navel flap combination. All in all – this is really a strong bull. 

HART 11-012’s breeding value indices are also good. He is within range on birth weight direct, presents good pre-wean and 
post-wean growth, good ADG with excellent feed efficiency figures, good body measurements and acceptable reproduction 
values. He is a Top Performer in all performance tests done by us – veld bull economic index (109), ADG (107), Kleiber index 
(104) and pelvis index (106). He is a very hardy bull and will adapt everywhere and retain his constitution. 

If you don’t have 338-genetic material in your herd, here is a good bull with which to establish it. On the other hand, if you 
are in any doubt whether you should establish 338-genetic material in your herd - HART 11-012 will definitely convince you to 
give it a try. 

I can recommend HART 11-012 with full confidence for any stud or commercial herd. The bull will draw attention to himself 
at the auction. Earmark him now!

LOT 19 : HART 11 - 121
HART 11-121 is a very strong son of AG 03-29 with an outstanding mother, HART 07-012. 

Her mother NGO 00-052 is still in the herd and is now 13 years old with 10 calves and is 
again in calf. Most of the Woestyn Bonsmara cows are highly fertile with great reproduction 
potential. Their progeny retention in the herd is high. 

HART 07-012’s AFC is 26 months, ICP of 390 days for 6 calves, RI of 114, average wean 
index of 99 for 6 calves and she weans at 50,7% of her body mass. These are proven and high-performing bloodlines. The 
status of the Bonsmara as mother line breed is built on this type of mother line. Farmers know that fertility is king! It is always 
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LOT 20 : HART 11 - 284
He is bred from HART 08-141 which in turn is bred from AG 04-427. 
AG 04-427 has had a great impact on the Hartebeestloop herd. HART 08-141 was sold 

to Streicher and Hella Coetzee of Hochfeldstreek Bonsmaras. He breeds extremely well at 
their place. 

The dam is BHE 01-0101 which is one of the most outstanding cows on Hartebeestloop. 
We sold a top stud bull (HART 06-074) of hers to Edward Hansen (EMOK Bonsmaras), HART 07-151 to Bernhard and Kathrin 
Vente (Vente Farming Enterprise) and HART 09-251 to Steve Katjiuanja (Tuauana Bonsmaras). She is a fully fledged bull 
mother par excellence! Her AFC is 31 months, ICP is 374 days for 10 calves, with RI of 112. She weans her calves at 52,7% 
of her body mass. 

HART 11-284 is one of those outstanding bulls on auction. He is also the youngest bull on auction. The good musculature, 
depth through the forequarter, width and spring of rib immediately catches your eye. His balance is excellent, walking ability 
is very good, topline is strong, eye-muscle surface measures large and slope of rump is very good. HART 11-284 is loaded 
with meat – from the full slope of rump, loin areas, hindquarter and very full behind the shoulder. The bull displays outstanding 
masculinity – strong head, wide mouth, good eyebrows – nice pigmentation and good darkening in the neck area. His scrotum 
hangs perfectly, is well formed but one of the epididymis points to the side and not the front. The scrotum measures 40,5 cm. 

His adaptability traits are great – smooth coat and hair, good hump development with strong legs and very good claws. 
His breeding value indices are also very good. He does exceptionally well during performance testing with wean index (99), 

ADG index (126), Kleiber index (117), veld bull index (109) and pelvis index (101). 
HART 11-284 is a medium-frame, “All Rounder” bull with good stud potential. At Hartebeestloop we seldom fail to spot 

such a good bull! He must go to a top breeder. We are going to keep a semen portion of the bull.

pleasing to offer bulls from such mother lines. 
HART 11-121 is a medium-frame bull (type 3,5) with outstanding adaptability traits. The coat and hair are as good as it gets, 

skin is loose and movable and legs and claws are great. Bonsmara bulls must have good humps and this is what you see here. 
The tail almost touches the ground, the underline is clean with good sheath/navel flap combination and the bull moves with 
great ease. His veld bull index of 105 shows that he is happy and can survive on the veld. 

He is a masculine bull with an alert attitude, strong head with good eyebrows and nice darkening. There is good width be-
tween the eyes. His scrotum is well formed, hangs nicely and measures 41 cm. 

HART 11-121 is a long bull (height/length 1:22), with good depth through the forequarter, strong musculature and very good 
capacity. His eye-muscle surface breeding value index is 111 which endorses his good musculature. So does his early fat depo-
sition breeding value index of 106. This is reflected in his good condition, which he retains. There is very good meat deposition 
in the loins, slope of rump, hindquarter, inner and outer thighs and twist area. Due to his build and frame size the bull must be 
used only on cows. His pelvis index is 104. 

His breeding value indices are very good. He is heavier on birth direct, milk is below breed average, but he presents outstand-
ing growth ability, good ADG, with very good feed efficiency and excellent reproduction values. 

HART 11-121 is a top auction bull and he is the ideal bull for any farmer who wants to improve conformation, growth, meat 
production and adaptability. He will do extremely well in crossbreeding - and weaner calf or ox production - systems.

LOT 21 : ERH 11 - 015
From guest seller: EMOK Bonsmaras

He is bred from HART 08-082 - CLICK TO SEE THE SIRE purchased for N$ 400 000) and ERH 
09-013. Her AFC is 27 months, ICP of 409 days for 2 calves, Reproduction Index of 112 and an 
average cow-efficiency index of 110. She comes from a very good mother line and her dam ERH 05-
048 is still in the herd. ERH 05-048’s AFC is 27 months, ICP of 369 days for 7 calves, Reproduction 

Index of 115 and an average wean index of 104 for 6 calves. ERH 05-048 won the SA Pedigree award as BPK Elite Bronze and this year 
she won the BPK Elite Silver award. What else can you expect? This is the type of cow, which the EMOK Bonsmara stud has become 
renowned for over the years. It is therefore no surprise that one of the EMOK cows (ERH 04-023) has been selected this year (2014) as 
one of SA Pedigree’s Elite Platinum cows at their annual Elite awards. 
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LOT 22 : HMB 10 - 111
From guest seller: Hochfeldstreek Bonsmaras
HMB 10-111 was bred from sire AEJ 06-107 and dam HMB 01-148. In the Hochfeldstreek 

Bonsmara stud we had the privilege of using AEJ 06-107 for one year before he was export-
ed. This sire had a huge impact on our genetic progress and brought us remarkably closer to 
our breeding objectives for conformation. For a detailed description of the sire, see the Harte-
beestloop catalogue of 2009, LOT number 10. 

 The dam of HMB 10-111, HMB 01-148 was an excellent cow in our herd. Her age at first calving was 33 months, she maintained 
an ICP of 371 days for her 8 calves, and her average weaning index for her claves was 97. Her reproduction index was 111 – an 
above-average cow indeed. 

HMB 10-111 is a medium frame bull. His body is beautifully balanced, with a lot of depth in the forequarter, good capacity on the 
mid piece, and good muscling on the hind quarter. One of his striking traits are his strong top line and body length. His length to 
height ratio is 1:1.21 and according to our experience at Hochfeldstreek Bonsmaras this is the ideal ratio for medium frame, compact 
animals that adapt and produce well in areas like ours. He is the typical so-called “smooth” bull. His muscling throughout his body 
is well developed. Legs are correct and strong, and herds - where culling due to leg defects may appear regularly- should consider 
this bull to improve leg shape. His masculine head shows good width between the eyes and desirable developed eyebrows. The 
scrotum is well developed and measured 38,5cm during the fertility tests. During phase D growth tests, HMB 10-111 had an ADG 
(average daily gain) index of 105, and a Kleiber (feed efficiency) index of 101, therefore above average growth efficiency under 
extensive veldt conditions. 

 If mating with heifers is desired, test him on cows first for birth weight and calving ease, and if the results are satisfactory, then 
use him on heifers where pelvic measurements were done. 

 Traits for adaptability is of the utmost importance to farm in our Namibian conditions and are exceptionally well developed: smooth 
coat, good pigmentation, strong legs and claws and loose, moveable skin. His extremely long tail is, according to experienced cattle 
men, one of the best indicators for good adaptability. 

HMB 10-111 is an early maturing, medium frame bull, and ideal for stud breeding potential. His best traits, being good leg devel-
opment, good conformation and good body length, are all traits that are highly hereditary, and should make a good impact on his 
progeny in his herd. 

ERH 11-015 is the first calf of a heifer and is a slightly large-frame bull that can be used on cows and grown-out heifers. His adaptability 
traits are very good – right through from coat and hair, good hump development, to tail length and strong legs with good claws. He is as 
smooth as butter and shines in the sun. That is adaptability out of the top drawer. He has strong masculinity – head is good, eyebrows are 
well developed, good darkening in the neck area with his scrotum being perfectly attached. It hangs well and measures 33 cm at the end 
of the growth test and now 35 cm prior to auction. 

 His tremendously strong masculinity and dark pigmentation immediately catch your eye. The bull has very good length and an out-
standing firm topline, which is actually unheard of in a bull of such a good length. The bull has enormous depth, good width and excellent 
capacity. He has good musculature with the musculature of his neck neatly displayed on the hump. The slope of rump is very good as 
well as the tailsetting with a nice long tail, hindquarter and thighs are very good and the loins are loaded with meat. You cannot really see 
anything negative with regard to the framework and the stack of meat packed onto it. What the farmers want are meat traits and those he 
has in superabundance. His breeding values are good. He is low on birth direct breeding value -0.06 (81), excellent on growth ability and 
feed efficiency, good on body measurements and very good on reproduction ability. He weans 270kg and grows with ADG index of 101 
and Kleiber index of 97 during the extensive growth test. 

This bull exhibits very good stud potential. He received top rating by all the consultants and we offer him with pride. 

LOT 23 : JS 10 - 009
From guest seller: Swartrand Bonsmaras 
   JS 10-009 is the son of AG 03-214. He is a very strong masculine bull. The bull has a very nice 
hump and his masculinity is clearly visible in the strong darkening of his head and neck. 
JS 10-009’s distinctive head and hump made many people turn around and look again. He snorts 
and bellows all the time and walks and looks for work. The bull has exceptional musculature with 

very good width throughout. He has very good hindquarter muscles with well-defined inner and outer thighs. He is a particularly long bull 
with an outstanding straight back. Very nice long tail that almost touches the ground. The bull is loaded with meat.  
   Strong legs and claws with good depth of heel are some of his excellent traits. His very good coat and hair immediately catch every-
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LOT 24 : WAGB 11 - 106
From guest seller: Wagner Bonsmaras
   Here is a medium-frame bull that has unbelievable depth. He has a very strong back, 

head and legs. His hump development is very good and he presents very good darkening 
across the neck and hindquarter. WAGB 11-106 has outstanding depth in the forequarter, 
spring of rib and hindquarter. His hindquarter also has an abundance of meat and he already 

presents very good inner and outer thighs. Here is an outstanding “dikgat” bull! 
WAGB 11-106 is bred from HART 06-093. This bull has brought very good depth and medium-frame development into our 

herd. His progeny has already been sold countrywide and all of them retain their condition extremely well. WAGB 11-106’s 
breeding values present strong growth on wean, 12 and 18 months with very good performance on dressing-mass percentage 
and carcass production. His ADG and feed efficiency values are about on breed average. He comes from a very good mother 
line and his mother calves every year on the dot irrespective of the weather conditions. Here is a firm medium-frame bull that 
will ensure top performance from the veld. 

He will definitely contribute to your herd.

one’s eye. 
   JS 10-009 will have a great impact on any herd that lacks musculature, width and length. This is one of the best sons of AG 03-214. 
He was sold to Sonelle van der Merwe at the 2012 auction. 
 I would use the bull only on grown-out heifers and cows. He was at Swartrand Bonsmaras among the cows. The first calves look very 
good. 
    His mother is CWS 98-106. We purchased her from Mr Schullenbach of Witvlei. She calves for the first time at 35 months and her ICP 
is 438 days for 10 calves. Her average wean index is 101 for her calves. The cow was one of the major mainstays of the herd. 
    I can recommend the bull with great confidence. 

LOT 25 : HART 10 - 251
He is bred from AG 03-359 and VBB 08-001. I have already referred in other places in 

the catalogue to AG 03-359’s breeding ability and his role in the breeding of the present-
day Bonsmara. I am specifically referring to the Hartebeestloop vision of the present-day or 
“modern” Bonsmara. 

VBB 08-001’s AFC is 30 months, ICP 396 days for 4 calves with wean index of 102 for 3 
and RI of 108. She weans her calves at 52,5% of her body mass – she is a super cow. She 

weighs 519 kg on average during weaning. All her calves presented for stud were approved. If she continues to perform as she 
does, she is on her way to the Hartebeestloop “Royal Family” of cows. 

HART 10-251 already stood out as a young bull and has been used in the stud. He has been used on young heifers and his 
calves look superb. 

HART 10-251 is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on heifers and cows. His masculinity is immediately 
striking – head is strong with well-developed eyebrows, wide mouth, and sufficient space between the eyes with a strong mus-
cled neck that has good darkening. His scrotum is well formed, hangs nicely and measures 38,5 cm. His underline is clean with 
outstanding sheath/navel flap combination. 

His excellent adaptability traits make him a champion. Coat and hair are very good, skin is thick (15 mm), loose, moveable 
with many skin folds, hump development is strong, tough legs and claws and good walking ability. His tail touches the ground. 

HART 10-251 presents ample musculature. The musculature is supple, there is no hard definition. His length is outstanding 
and height/length ratio is 1:19. Good length is a priority breeding objective at Hartebeestloop. The bull is wide with good depth 
through the forequarter and presents excellent capacity with good spring of rib. He is a typical easy fleshing bull with early fat 
deposition breeding value index of 134! That is exactly what we want – animals that gain condition quickly and retain it as long 
as possible. The bull has first-rate meat traits – don’t forget to check him out in the kraal. 

He performed superbly in his performance testing with veld bull index (109), pelvis index (102), wean index (100), ADG 
(112) and Kleiber index (107). His breeding value indices are absolutely exceptional – he is an ease-of-calving bull, with lots 
of milk, very good growth and outstanding feed efficiency. He is first in line with regard to all the measured economically 
important traits! 

On Hartebeestloop HART 10-251 counts as a stud bull. He has everything that is required for the stud industry to breed 
top modern Bonsmaras.
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LOT 26 : HART 10 - 256
He is bred from AG 03-359 and VBB 08-027. He is her first calf and she was sold to Nghi-

lundua Farming as stud cow. 
HART 10-256 is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on both cows and 

heifers. He presents very good musculature – have a good look at the back where the eye-
muscle surface measured large (breeding value index 136). There is outstanding length, 

(height/length ratio of 1:25), very good width and nice depth through the forequarter. The spring of rib is strong and the bull’s 
capacity is very good. The meat traits are excellent – full behind the shoulder, outstanding hindquarter with full inner and outer 
thighs and loaded with meat across the loin and rump. The hindquarter muscles are long and are attached low on the hocks. 
HART 10-256’s secondary masculinity traits are superb – he is a very masculine bull with strong head and eyebrows, strong 
muscled neck with good darkening and a scrotum that is well formed and hangs nicely. Scrotal circumference is 39 cm. 

His adaptability is as good as can be. Splendid coat and hair, as smooth as butter, strong hump, long tail and outstanding 
claws with good legs. His condition count is always in the top 5% of the group – that is confirmed by the veld bull index of 109 
and breeding value index of 131 for his ability to gain condition early and to retain on the veld. I cannot emphasise enough how 
important it is for a bull to gain condition early and to retain it. 

HART 10-256 did extremely well during the extensive growth test with ADG index 107 and Kleiber index 106. His pelvis 
measurements are on group average and actually high for his type of frame. 

His breeding value indices are very good – he is lower than breed average on birth direct, excellent milk value, sufficient pre-
wean and post-wean growth figures with acceptable efficiency figures and reproduction values. 

HART 10-256 already obtained good results as weaner calf, good results at the end of PHASE D, again good results at the 
veld bull finish and again during the screening on Hartebeestloop to decide which bulls are going to be sent to the auction. He 
is not a bull that suddenly started to look good a month prior to the auction – he constantly looked good over a long period. 
From wean calf evaluation right through to the auction he was graded as a bull with very good potential. Give him serious 
consideration, keep an open mind and try to make space for this bull in your herd!

LOT 27 : HART 10 - 231
He is bred from AG 03-029 and BHE 05-044. Her AFC is 28 months, ICP 384 days for 6 

calves with wean index of 100 for 6 and RI of 112. She weans her calves at 53% of her body 
mass. She was injured and unfortunately we had to slaughter her last year. This also hap-
pens at times. 

HART 10-231 is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on heifers and cows. 
His masculinity is immediately striking – head is strong with well-developed eyebrows, wide 

mouth, sufficient space between the eyes with a strong muscled neck that has good darkening. This guy is pure bull. His scro-
tum is well formed, hangs nicely, is smooth and measures 41,5 cm. 

The bull is wide with good depth through the forequarter and presents good capacity with acceptable spring of rib. This bull 
has an abundance of meat and once again his breeding value index to quickly gain and retain condition on the veld, is very 
good. His slope of rump is exactly the way we want it – slope is right with good length and loaded with meat in the rump sec-
tion. The bull’s pelvis index (109) was among the best in his group. What more do we want than such slopes of rump with large 
pelvises in medium-frame animals? 

His adaptability is also good and pay special attention to what is important – coat, hair, hump development, strong legs 
and claws, walking ability and general balance. There is good pigmentation of the face and muzzle. He also presents a good 
sheath/navel flap combination. He has a small spot of white in front of the scrotum on the underline. 

HART 10-231 has good breeding value indices which are nicely balanced. He is lower than breed average for birth direct, 
presents good growth with mature weight approximately on breed average, acceptable feed efficiency traits with right-size, 
right type body measurements and good reproduction values. We would have preferred a better breeding value index for his 
milk. 

We highly recommend HART 10-231. He is an “All Purpose” bull and will do very well in a weaner calf and ox production 
system. My personal opinion is that he will breed very good replacement heifers. Give him cows with good milk traits and he 
will take care of the rest. We see it right across Namibia that the medium-frame, well adapted and hardy bulls perform well. He 
brings a lot of good traits to the table and deserves special attention at the auction.
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LOT 28 : HART 10 - 283
He is bred from KHB 04-168 and JMP 04-15. She is a 2014 Elite Silver SA Pedigree award 

cow. Her AFC is 26 months, ICP of 371 days for 8 calves with wean index of 111/6 and RI of 
116. She is an exceptional cow. A very good son of hers HART 08-206 has been used in the 
stud by us and Edward Hansen of EMOK Bonsmaras. Have a look at LOT 56 ERH 11-135 
which is the son of HART 08-206. 

HART 10-283 is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on cows and young heifers. He comes from a bull 
family which has been used for generations to successfully breed heifer bulls. HART 10-283 has very good depth through the 
forequarter, nice width and good musculature. It is typical of the smoother muscled bulls that there is no excessive muscle defi-
nition. His BVI for eye-muscle surface is 124 – that is a huge muscle! He is also smooth across the points of shoulder – this is 
important to ensure calving ease. The bull has good capacity with a strong mid-piece. He is masculine with a strong head, good 
eyebrows and well formed scrotum that hangs symmetrically. His scrotum measures 41 cm. His sheath/navel flap combination 
is as good as it can get. He presents good balance, moves with great ease and has strong legs and claws. HART 10-283 has 
great meat traits – full behind the shoulder and very good hindquarters. His adaptability is excellent – his coat is smooth, shiny 
with short hair, good hump and a long tail. He gains condition quickly and retains it extremely well on the veld and this can be 
seen in his early fat deposition BVI of 140. He is always at the top of the condition count. His veld bull index of 102 also shows 
that he is well adapted and performs well on the veld. 

His breeding value indices show that he can be used on young heifers. Otherwise the breeding values are balanced without 
any values being excessive. I would have preferred to see a little more growth in the bull. 

HART 10-283 is a bull that has great value if he is used properly. We have identified him as specialist heifer bull to mate with 
first-time heifers and still breed sufficient capacity, good musculature and strong heads. We use bulls like HART 10-283 with 
great success in the Hartebeestloop herd to breed with cows that tend to have heavier musculature, larger frame and little ca-
pacity, to develop a progeny with just enough musculature, a more favourable type of frame, good capacity and nice femininity 
without losing depth, width and good heads.

LOT 29 : HART 10 - 339
He is bred from AG 06-350 – also check out his other sons on auction. The dam is WCS 

04-036 which is a 2014 Elite Silver Stud Book award cow. Her AFC is 36 months, ICP is 384 
days for 7 calves, with RI of 105. She weans her calves at 48,5% of her body mass with 
wean index of 105 on average. She is in all respects an outstanding cow. I sold a strong son 
of hers to Arnold Klein. 

HART 10-339 is one of those bulls on auction. The good musculature, depth through the forequarter, width, spring of rib and 
capacity are immediately eye-catching. His balance is excellent, he has very good walking ability, topline is strong, eye-muscle 
surface (breeding value index of 150) is better than breed average, and slope of rump is very good. HART 10-339 has an abun-
dance of meat – from the full slope of rump, loin areas, hindquarter, to being full of meat behind the shoulder. His breeding value 
indices for dressing-mass percentage and carcass production of 121 and 115 respectively confirm his value as beefer bull. 

The bull presents good masculinity – strong head, wide mouth, good eyebrows and good darkening in the neck area. His 
scrotum hangs perfectly and is very well formed. It measures 39 cm. Also check out the good sheath/navel flap combination. 

His adaptability traits are very good – smooth coat and hair, good hump development with strong legs and very good claws. 
HART 10-339 is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can easily be used on heifers and cows. 
His breeding value indices are also good – birth weight slightly heavier than breed average, good pre-wean and post-wean 

growth and very good milk maternal values. 
HART 10-339 is a bull with very good stud potential. His potential was identified during the performance testing and his 

growth process on the veld. Breeders would do well to maximally establish HART 10-339’s good qualities in their herd. If you 
want to breed the correct build and framework and on top of that load it with meat – then HART 10-339 is the right bull for 
the job!

visit www.bonsmara.com.na for much more information
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LOT 30 : HART 11 - 073
He is bred from AG 03-029 and HART 08-028. AG 03-029 has done exceptionally well on 

Hartebeestloop and we are also using 2 sons of his in the herd. His sons have been among 
the top sellers at the auction for the past 2 years. Don’t overlook the other AG 03-029 sons 
on auction. The overall standard of his calves is high. 

HART 08-028’s AFC is 24 months, ICP 363 days for 4 calves, RI 119 and wean index 
105/3. She weans at 48,2% of her body mass and has 100% stud approval of her calves offered. She was sold to Springputz 
Bonsmaras in 2013. 

HART 11-073 is an impressive bull that will immediately catch your eye. He presents good depth, capacity, width and 
good length. His height/length ratio is 1:22. He is nicely put together and is a block loaded with meat. His musculature is good 
with eye-muscle surface on breed average. Both the inner and outer thighs are full of meat and attach low in the twist area. 
His dressing-mass percentage and carcass production breeding value indices are 108 and 113 respectively – he has a stack 
of meat! His legs are strong and relatively wide across the hocks. HART 11-073 presents a strong topline with good hump de-
velopment. He is very masculine with strong head, good eyebrows, wide mouth and nice pigmentation. His scrotum measures 
39,5 cm and is very well formed, hangs nicely and is smooth. 

He is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that is going to retain his constitution everywhere. I would use him on grown-out 
heifers and cows. His growth ability is very good and he will do exceptionally well on cows. His good adaptability is confirmed 
by his veld bull index of 103. 

HART 11-073’s breeding value indices are very good. Each one of the indices for every trait is in the series where it should 
be. Slightly heavier than breed average on birth weight, very good pre-wean growth, strong post-wean growth, good ADG and 
excellent feed efficiency. 

HART 11-073 has been earmarked by us as stud potential. He is phenoptically correct, functionally effective, structurally cor-
rect, performs well during performance testing, has good breeding value indices and is backed by a solid pedigree on both father’s 
and mother’s side. 

I strongly recommend him to a stud breeder who would like to establish his good traits in his herd.

LOT 31 : AG 06 - 350
It is already tradition at Hartebeestloop to annually offer some of the older and proven 

stud sires. There are various reasons for this offer - there is usually enough progeny of the 
bull on the farm, or a good son has already been identified to replace him. It is also to the 
benefit of potential buyers to purchase proven and partially unrelated genetic material from 
Hartebeestloop. These bulls are usually some of the older animals and were purchased in 
RSA. The current stud sires are almost all self-bred. 

AG 06-350 already has 75 progeny on Hartebeestloop and there are still a lot of calves on the way. Some of his oldest calves 
are already on auction this year and quite a number of his calves have provisionally been selected for next year’s auction. Don’t 
overlook the quality of his sons on auction. 

Potential buyers can have a look at the bull on the website, on the auction poster and can then make up their mind about his 
appearance. I am going to talk about his calves and make a few general remarks about the bull. 

He was used on Dassiesfontein (rocky farm) and on Hartebeestloop in the dune veld. He is certainly one of the imported 
animals that have adapted the fastest and best. His claws lasted extremely well during the move from sand veld to rocky terrain 
and back again to sand. His condition was always good and Anita Schröer (farm manager) remarked that she had never seen 
him thin and skinny. 

The average birth weight of his calves is 35 kg. He constantly breeds good coat and hair, nice humps and very good claws. 
The calves are well muscled and present nice length. He also breeds very acceptable scrotums and clean underlines. His own 
musculature is very good and we see strong toplines in his calves. 

He was used on young heifers but we had to pull calves. On grown-out heifers and cows we had no calving problems with 
him. He has good libido and had high gestation percentages in his herds. 

He breeds slightly slim legs. He is described as a heifer bull and therefore his legs are fairly slim. He breeds this trait very 
strongly. Use him on your heifers and cows with good leg structure and you will be very satisfied with the progeny. 

AG 06-350 can still be used successfully for quite a number of years. By putting AG 06-350 up for auction he becomes part 
of the Hartebeestloop tradition to anually offer 2 proven stud sires. If we look at the progeny of the previous proven stud sires 
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LOT 32 : HART 10 - 287
He is bred from CEF 04-462 and AEJ 06-163. Her AFC is 24 months and she has ICP 

of 364 days for 6 calves with wean index of 109/5. RI is 120 and her wean weight ratio is 
60,8%. She is an extremely effective cow and also a 2014 Elite Bronze Stud Book cow. It is 
an established fact that good bulls come from good mothers! 

CEF 04-462 has constantly bred exceptional meat traits for us. He has been used in the 
herd for that purpose and it has proved to be very successful. 

HART 10-287 is a dark red, medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on grown-out heifers and cows. In the breed-
ing policy we make provision for specialist bulls, but our primary market aim is to produce wide spectrum “All Rounder” bulls 
that are easy to farm with successfully. HART 10-287 is such a quality bull with good musculature, good width, sufficient depth 
through the forequarter and outstanding capacity. Topline is strong and ends in good slope of rump. He is well meated and this 
can be seen in his breeding value index for eye-muscle surface (107), dressing-mass percentage (106) and carcass production 
(118). After all, meat is everyone’s business. 

He stands out on adaptability traits – coat and hair are very good, hump development is strong, legs and claws are good and 
the underline is clean with good sheath/navel flap combination. Veld bull index of 102 shows that HART 10-287 did very well 
during his testing on the veld. As a bonus he also has a pelvis index of 111. 

Check his masculinity – his head could have been stronger, but his eyebrows are well formed, wide between the eyes, good 
darkening and nice scrotum that is well formed, hangs symmetrically and measures 41,5 cm. 

His breeding value indices are just where we want them – birth direct is on breed average, very strong on milk, outstanding on 
pre-wean and post-wean growth, excellent feed efficiency and some of the best production values. These are really exceptional 
values and show how the bull’s progeny should look and perform. This is a long-term investment in your herd with compound 
interest over a long period of time. 

Pay special attention to HART 10-287 – he brings a multitude of very strong traits to the herd. We regard him as a “big time” 
bull – meaning that with his strong traits he will bring “big time” improvement to the herd to which he joins. 

He is a top-class bull!

LOT 33 : HART 11 - 195
Description to follow shortly.He is bred from VV 08-161 which was sold to Junius and Inoo 

Mungundavan Okozonduno Bonsmaras. His dam is RCO 02-049 – she is a 2014 Elite Gold 
Pedigree award cow. Her AFC is 30 months, ICP of 365 days for 9 calves, RI of 114, wean 
index of 97/9. Her progeny was sold to Ronnie Coleman (Nabibis Bonsmaras), Danie Kotze, 
Johannes Smit (Swartrant Bonsmaras) and Paul Mare (Limerick Bonsmaras). She breeds 
very well and strong calves of hers are once again in the pipeline. 

HART 11-195 is a model of adaptability – starting with a skin thickness of 16 mm, loose skin with shiny hair, good hump, 
long tail and strong legs with good claws. Unfortunately his tail was broken as young calf during handling. His adaptability also 
reflects his good performance obtained during the veld bull test with an index of 107. You can see he is at his best on the veld 
without any pampering. 

He is very good example of masculinity – his head is high, alert eyes and a typical proud bull attitude. Head is strong with 
good eyebrows, nice darkening and very good scrotum measuring 38,5 cm. Scrotum is well formed, symmetrical and hangs 
nicely. His sheath/navel flap combination is also top of the range. 

HART 11-195 is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on heifers and cows. There is good capacity without 
any meat wastage, good depth through the forequarter, outstanding musculature (eye-muscle surface BVI 122) and good width 
throughout. He has a strong topline and good width across the topline. He has a good tail setting, rump length and slope filled 
with meat and a strong hindquarter. 

He retains his condition very well on the veld – his early fat deposition and marbling breeding value indices are 110 and 117 
respectively. We attach no value to marbling since the producer is not paid for it. The BVI is only referred to here to show that 
the bull has early fat deposition and soon gains condition. 

He is a TOP PERFORMER during performance testing with wean index (102), ADG index (113), Kleiber index (110) and 

at their new owners, I know it is the right thing to do. His calves deserve special attention if you are interested. I am convinced 
that he will do just as well at his new owner’s place as he has done at Hartebeestloop.
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LOT 34 : HART 11 - 237
He is bred from AG 01-152 and FAN 03-050. He is a top bull which has had an unbeliev-

able impact on the herd. She is an Elite Silver SA Pedigree award cow. What a combination! 
Her AFC is 29 months, ICP of 381 days for 8 calves and Reproduction Index of 112. Her 
wean weight ratio is 53,4% and average wean index is 105/7 calves. We have already used 
sons of AG 01-152 and we are again using a son of his in the herd. Another son has been 

identified to mate with first-time heifers in the next mating season. 
HART 11-237 is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on heifers and cows. He has very good length with 

height/length ratio of 1:23, which is better than breed average. His topline is strong – it can partially be attributed to a well 
developed eye muscle whose surface is far above breed average (BVI 102). His musculature is not as strongly defined as that 
of some of the other bulls, but he presents more than enough musculature. He has good width, nice depth and good capacity. 

HART 11-237 presents good masculinity traits with strong head and eyebrows, splendid darkening, strong neck and fore-
quarter and good scrotum that hangs symmetrically. Scrotal circumference is 39 cm. 

We are very impressed with the bull’s legs and claws and his walking ability. I can’t emphasize enough the importance of 
strong legs, good hocks and claws for extensive conditions. 

The bull’s meat traits also deserve attention – inner and outer thighs are well filled, he is loaded with meat behind the shoulder 
with a good hindquarter. HART 11-237 performs excellently during performance testing with wean index (108 – he weans 286 
kg), ADG index (110), Kleiber index (116), veld bull index (111) and pelvis index (108). 

HART 11-237’s breeding value indices do not really reflect the value and performances of the bull. I am specifically referring 
to the growth breeding value indices. The accuracy percentages of the breeding value indices for the specific traits in HART 
11-237 are not high and the values can still change. I am sure that as more progeny is tested, the growth ability breeding value 
indices will improve. 

HART 11-237 is one of the youngest bulls on auction. He already creates a good impression now and I am sure that he 
will make a greater impression as he develops further. He is one of the favourite bulls on auction. Stud breeders must not 
overlook this bull and make a mark next to his number.

LOT 35 : HART 11 - 263
HART 11-263 is one of the youngest bulls on auction. He is bred from AG 01-152 – he 

was still used a lot as 12-year-old bull in the Al clean-up program in 2013. The Unistel results 
show quite a considerable number of his calves as part of the clean-up program. We are not 
going to use him again and he is now on the bread of charity. 

The dam is HJB 05-068 with AFC 28 months, ICP 373 days for 7 calves with wean index 
of 99/6 and RI of 114. She weans her calves on average at 51,4% of her body mass. 

HART 11-263 is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. At a young age he already pre-
sents much masculinity with strong head, good eyebrows, nice width between the eyes, good darkening and clean underline 
with functional sheath/navel flap combination. His scrotum is excellent and measures 42 cm. 

HART 11-263 has outstanding coat and hair – he radiates in the sun. His hump is well developed, tail is long and claws are 
very good. His legs are strong with sufficient width across the hocks but still slim enough for easy calving. 

Topline is strong, there is good capacity and depth through the forequarter and good length. His musculature is good without 
the strong muscle definition – his eye-muscle surface BVI is 117. He does extremely well during the performance testing with 
wean index (107), ADG index (120), Kleiber index (111), veld bull index (116) and pelvis index (112). These are first-class 

pelvis index (101). Wherever and how we have tested this bull, he performed well constantly. 
His breeding value indices are very good throughout. He is low on birth direct (ease of calving), good growth ability, good 

ADG and feed efficiency, balanced body measurements and acceptable reproduction ability. His breeding value indices are 
a clear reflection of what is in front of you – medium frame, adapted bull with high grade meat traits and good average daily 
weight gain. 

HART 11-195 has been tested under difficult and dry conditions on Dassiesfontein in rocky terrain and river beds. He per-
forms very well throughout. I can recommend him with confidence. He is one of the younger bulls on auction and will still devel-
op much more over the next few months. Don’t overlook the bull just because he is younger than most of the other bulls.
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Please visit our website
www.bonsmara.com.na

for much more information on the auction!

See our promise about free transport.

It is easy to transport animals from Namibia to 
RSA or Botswana - we do it for you, for free!

LOT 36 : HART 11 - 022
He is bred from KHB 05-172 that was sold to Roland and Thomas Horn of Terraro Zucht 

Bonsmaras at the 2011 Hartebeestloop auction. According to Thomas the bull breeds very 
well at their place. I was assigned this year to select at Roland and Thomas’ and I am looking 
forward to seeing this bull’s progeny. 

The dam is AG 04-326 with AFC 22 months, ICP for 8 calves is 380 days, with wean index 
of 99/7, RI of 117. She has adapted very well on Hartebeestloop and her calf at foot is once again very strong. 

HART 11-022 is a slightly larger-frame type (3.5) bull with good qualities. Although his frame is slightly bigger, he is still in 
very good balance. I would use the bull only on cows. There is good width, good length (height/length ratio is 1:20), nice muscle 
definition with good capacity. Meat traits are also very good, with good hindquarter and sufficient meat across the rump, loin 
and shoulder areas. He presents strong legs, nice underline and good claws. His coat is perhaps not as shiny and striking as 
that of some other bulls on auction. But he nevertheless performed extremely well when adaptability was tested – as with his 
veld bull index of 102. 

HART 11-022 presents very good masculinity with strong head, good eyebrows and nice darkening and well-formed scrotum. 
The scrotum measures 43 cm. 

His breeding value indices are also well balanced. Heavier on birth direct – I would suggest that he be used only on cows. 
His pre-wean and post-wean growth is very good and he presents outstanding reproduction values. 

His pelvis index is 103. 
HART 11-022 will be a great asset to any production system – I have earmarked him for ox production, but he would also 

do very well in a weaner calf system. His type of frame is definitely not so big that he can’t be used for the breeding of quality 
replacement heifers. On the contrary, with his conformation, good breeding value indices and large pelvis measurement, his 
best utilisation could be the breeding of heifers.

performances. 
As a bonus he also has an abundance of meat with dressing-mass percentage and carcass production breeding value in-

dices of 104 and 103 respectively. 
His breeding value indices are also outstanding – low on birth direct, good growth ability, ADG and feed efficiency, much milk 

and good reproduction ability. We couldn’t wish for better. 
HART 11-263 ought to be considered seriously by stud breeders. He is still young and will become better and stronger 

with time. We give this bull a very high rating at Hartebeestloop. A bull that does so well at a young age deserves more than 
just a cursory look. Come and talk to me about this bull.
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LOT 37 : HART 11 - 113
He is bred from KHB 05-172 and certainly one of our top cows on the farm. BHE 00-022 

is a 2013 Pedigree Elite Gold cow. Her AFC is 29 months, ICP 382 days for 12 calves, RI of 
112 and wean index of 103/11. She weans her calves at 46% of her body mass. She really 
performs very well with us and clicks even better with KHB 05-172. Stud breeding has a lot 
to do with the right combinations. We have sold excellent bulls of hers to Du Plessis Trust 

(Aroab), Willem Kotze and Tollie van Tonder (Komaweer Bonsmaras). 
HART 11-113 is a slightly larger-frame bull (3,5) which will do extremely well in any weaner calf or ox production system. 

The bull’s balance is good with outstanding adaptability traits. Have a good look at the bull’s strong legs and the wide hocks 
for muscle attachment. His condition on the veld shows that there is good adaptability – he gains condition quickly and retains 
constitution. His veld bull index is 113 and his early fat deposition breeding value index is 113. These values can be used 
individually to evaluate adaptability and also to gauge the bull’s ability to gain condition fast. These are excellent traits for a 
larger-frame animal such as HART 11-113. 

He is a robust and masculine bull. His head is strong with good eyebrow development, nice darkening, with a thick neck full 
of meat and well-formed scrotum measuring 40 cm. 

HART 11-113 presents good length, good capacity and depth, strong musculature and good width. His eye-muscle surface 
area measured better than breed average and from that you can deduce that he presents with overall good musculature 
(breeding value index of 122). He is packed with meat – take note of the full loin and rump as well as the thighs. The widest 
part of the bull seen from behind is his outer thighs and that is precisely what we want in a beefer. 

HART 11-113’s breeding value indices are good and reflect a slightly larger-frame bull with very good growth ability, more 
than enough milk, good ADG and outstanding feed efficiency. His ADG and Kleiber indices are 108 and 104 respectively – he 
is adapted and grows like crazy. 

HART 11-113 will be a very good buy for the weaner calf or ox producer. The bull shows good growth with great meat traits. His 
calves will have plenty of weight and earn much money. He will do extremely well during selective pairing with the “feeble” cows in 
your herd. All of us have these sorry cows that produce a not-so-hot calf every year. Use him on them and see what happens!

LOT 38 : HART 11 - 120
HART 11-120 is bred from KHB 05-172 which has made an impact on our herd. Make an 

effort to check out his other sons on auction. He breeds proper bulls, time after time, over 
and over again. The dam is NGO 01-023 which is one of our favourite Woestyn Bonsmara 
cows. Her AFC is 26 months, ICP 424 days for 10 calves with wean index of 98/8 and RI of 
106. 83% of her calves have stud approval. 

HART 11-120 is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on cows and grown-out heifers. He has outstanding 
adaptability traits and retains his constitution well. There is good coat and hair, nice hump development, long tail and strong 
legs and claws. His veld bull index of 107 shows that he is well adapted to survive on the veld and to make the best of what he 
has. The veld bull test gives us a very good idea of the adaptability of animals. 

His musculature, length, capacity and width are good. The height/length ratio of 1:24 is excellent – you can immediately see 
the extra length in the bull. His eye-muscle surface measurement is also much bigger than breed average. HART 11-120 has 
an abundance of meat on the bull and this is also proven by his dressing-mass percentage and carcass production which are 
considerably better than breed average. 

HART 11-120’s prominent masculinity is striking. He presents with a strong head with good pigmentation, strong eyebrows, 
good width between the eyes and a black muzzle. There is good darkening in the neck area and his scrotum is very well 
formed, hangs really well, is smooth and measures 35 cm. 

His breeding value indices are good with birth direct lighter than breed average, sufficient milk with very good growth and 
balanced body measurements. 

HART 11-120 is a very safe bull to use. He has excellent traits which he will establish in any herd. He does not have any 
functional or structural problems you ought to be worried about. There are many instances where you would rather purchase 
peace of mind and not take any risks. I use this principle often with regard to bull purchases. 

HART 11-120 is a “peace of mind” bull for the buyer.
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LOT 39 : HART 10 - 303
He is pure South African breeding from Vaalbos Bonsmaras and completely unrelated 

to any existing Namibian genetic material. I have already said and written much about the 
outstanding crossbreeding effect within the Bonsmara and also across breeds when such 
unrelated bulls are used. That is how the 20% increase in wean weight is obtained. HART 
10-303’s mother (VBB 08-046) is 6 years old with 4 calves, ICP of 369 days and reproduction 

index of 111. She was sold to Springputz Bonsmaras at the 2013 production auction. 
HART 10-303 is an “All Rounder” bull that can be used on grown-out heifers and cows. 
Musculature is very good with breeding value index of 105, height/length ratio is 1:20, there is superb depth through the fore-

quarter and good spring of rib. HART 10-303 presents very good capacity. The topline is strong, slope of rump is good and 
full of meat, excellent hindquarter, wide across the hocks and full in the loins and thighs. The bull’s meat traits are very good. 
HART 10-303 has excellent adaptability traits – nice coat and hair, strong claws and legs and good hump development. Strong 
secondary masculinity traits are also present – head is masculine, eyebrows well developed, there is good width between the 
eyebrows and the scrotum measures 39 cm and hangs very nicely. 

His breeding value indices are also good. Almost on breed average for birth direct, very good pre-wean and post-wean 
growth and ADG index values. His feed efficiency value is also outstanding. He has an ADG index of 100, veld bull index of 
108 and pelvis index of 114. 

HART 10-303 presents some white on the underline with the result that stud breeders will not consider this bull. The white 
on the underline does not have any economic value and commercial breeders must ignore the white altogether when they 
consider the bull. Evaluate all his traits and you will see that there is so much performance in the bull that the white on the 
underline does not play any role. The white colour may just make this bull the bargain of the day!

LOT 40 : HART 11 - 223
He is bred from FCT 06-147 from Kit Thompson (Rutland Bonsmaras). We have always 

wanted to establish lines from Kit in our herd. The dam is NGO 02-092 which is a 2014 Elite 
Gold Pedigree cow. Her AFC is 28 months, ICP of 388 days for 9 calves and RI of 112. Her 
wean weight ratio is 46,2% and average wean index is 99/7 calves. It is a fact that good bulls 
come from good mothers! But you must have a lot of these mothers to breed enough good 

bulls. 
HART 11-223 is a medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. He is a typically well adapted 

and hardy bull that will thrive under extensive conditions. His adaptability traits are spot on – he presents with good condition 
throughout the year and is always among the first to gain condition. His BVI for early fat deposition is 101. His coat and hair are 
splendid, his hump development is very good, tail is long enough and legs and claws are strong. In the rocky terrain where his 
performance was tested, strong legs and claws are indispensable. 

He is masculine with strong head, good width between the eyebrows, strong mouth, nice darkening and an outstanding 
scrotum – in shape, symmetry, position and size; scrotal circumference is 40,5 cm. 

He has good height/length ratio of 1:20 which is better than breed average. He presents big eye muscles that extend right 
through to the hump (BVI for eye-muscle surface is 125), strong topline, good capacity, nice depth and good width. He is well 
muscled but not to such an extent that he cannot be used on heifers. His birth weight is 32 kg, he weans at 281 kg with wean 
index of 100 and obtains an ADG index of 112 and Kleiber index of 107 during the post-wean growth test. His veld bull index of 
107 also shows his good performance on the veld. 

His breeding value indices are out of the top drawer – low on birth direct, very good growth, ADG and feed efficiency, much 
milk and balanced body measurements with high reproduction ability. 

HART 11-223 is one of those bulls which stud breeders must seriously consider. He performed well in every section of perfor-
mance testing he was subjected to. This is exactly the type of performance and genetics all of us want to establish in our herds. 
The FCT bloodlines are not really known or available in Namibia and they are good unrelated genetics to invest in.

 I highly recommend him as potential stud bull.
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LOT 46 : HART 10 - 218
He is bred from AG 03-029 which has done exceptionally well at Hartebeestloop. The dam 

is GBS 06-065 with AFC 26 months, ICP of 360 days for 6 calves, average wean index of 
101 and RI of 118. She weans her calves at 51% of her body mass – it will be difficult to find 
better efficiency than this. There are still many strong calves of hers in the pipeline. 

HART 10-218 is a slightly larger-frame bull but he can easily be used on grown-out heifers 
and cows. 

His adaptability traits are very well developed. He presents excellent coat and hair with splendid pigmentation. There is good 
hump development, strong topline, good slope of rump and long tail. He has strong legs with good claws. Good capacity, width 
throughout, good height/length ratio of 1:19, depth through the forequarter and sufficient musculature are all part of this bull. 
Good capacity is highly rated in Namibia. 

There is very nice darkening, strong head with good eyebrow development and an outstanding scrotum that measures 41 
cm. The scrotum also hangs very well. You can see and hear the masculinity of the bull from far – his head is up and he bellows 
and snorts all the time. 

HART 10-218 has an abundance of meat – and that is exactly what we want to breed. Right through the veld bull testing he 
maintained his excellent condition and was always one of the bulls that caught your eye. 

He does well during testing on the veld with wean index (102), ADG index (100), Kleiber index (100), veld bull index (102) 
and pelvis index (100). 

HART 10-218 presents very good breeding value indices. His birth direct is below breed average, there is sufficient milk, 
outstanding pre-wean and post-wean growth and excellent feed efficiency values. 

I have had my eye on this bull for a long time. He is functionally effective, structurally correct, does well during performance 
testing, presents very good pre-wean and post-wean growth and is adapted with good masculinity. That is exactly what we are 
looking for in a bull. He will do extremely well in any herd where growth has to be improved and where adaptability is lacking. 
Into the bargain, the bull is very easy on the eye and the black pigmentation in the face and muzzle make him very attractive.

LOT 47 : HART 10 - 276
Here we are dealing with superb reproduction genetics from the mother’s side. The dam is 
HART 07-163. Her AFC is 24 months, ICP 351 days for 5 calves, RI of 122, wean index of 
110/4 and weans at 59,2% of her body mass. Her mother is BHE 00-0012 which is still in our 
herd with AFC 32 months, ICP of 360 days for 12 calves, RI of 115, wean index of 102/11 and 
weans at 46,9% of her body mass. This is one of the best mother lines at Hartebeestloop. 

CEF 04-462 (Fourie Scheepers of Zinabos Bonsmaras) is the sire and this is a bull I have shared with Arthur de Villiers. I am 
very impressed with his calves and have sold excellent sons of his to Johann Human and Jaques van Lill. 
HART 10-276 is an “All Rounder” bull that can be used on grown-out heifers and cows. He is a very hardy, strong bull that 
will retain his constitution wherever he goes. There is a good height/length ratio of 1:19 which is significantly better than the 
breed average. Despite his good length his topline is strong and the ultrasound scan shows an eye-muscle surface that is 
much greater than the breed average (breeding value index 108). He has good width and musculature, nice depth through 
the forequarter and sufficient capacity. He presents a strong hindquarter, inner and outer thighs with sufficient meat, full loin 
and slope of rump. His breeding value index for dressing mass percentage (112) and carcass production (123) are both much 
better than breed average. All of us are in the market to sustainably produce weight in the form of meat and this is a bull that 
is going to do this optimally. 
He presents outstanding adaptability traits with splendid coat and hair, very good claws, strong hump development and long tail. 
His secondary masculinity traits are top of the range. The bull has attitude, he is a head-up bull and he is aware of his surround-
ings. Observe the strong eyebrows, good width between the eyes, wide mouth and darkening of the forequarter. 
His breeding value index shows that he is almost on breed average for birth direct, has outstanding growth ability, good feed 
efficiency and excellent reproduction potential. 
I can recommend HART 10-276 with the greatest peace of mind. He has been bred and selected to combine those traits which 
we believe are very important for maximum meat production. You can really use him in any production system – weaner calf, 
oxen or the breeding of replacement heifers. HART 10-276 will also do very well in a crossbreeding system. At the Harte-
beestloop farmer’s day you will realise the value of the Bonsmara in a crossbreeding system. All the cross-bred oxen are there.
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LOT 48 : HART 10 - 295
He is bred from AG 03-029 and HART 06-098. She comes from a first-class mother line 

and her mother is VZF 04-037, which is a 2014 Elite Gold Stud Book cow. HART 06-098’s 
AFC is 25 months, ICP is 420 days for 5 calves, RI of 111 and wean index of 101/4 calves. 

HART 10-295 is a bull with very good qualities. His strong masculine traits are striking. 
Head is masculine, neck is strong, good eyebrows, wide between the eyes, wide mouth, nice 

darkening and good scrotum that measures 40 cm. HART 10-295 has a good height/length ratio of 1:18, strong topline and 
an eye-muscle surface breeding value index of 104. Ultrasound scanning has been used at Hartebeestloop for many years. I 
consider the measurements, based on the size of the database built up so far, very valuable. A sufficiently big eye muscle that 
extends and runs into the hump area keeps a long bull’s topline straight. HART 10-295 is wide throughout, has sufficient depth 
through the forequarter and presents ample capacity with good spring of rib. 

His adaptability traits are also very good. He has not completed the veld bull test with index of 112 for nothing. His tail setting 
could have been better. 

HART 10-295 has very well balanced breeding value indices. He is heavier than breed average on birth direct, has good 
milk, excellent pre-wean and post-wean growth as well as good feed efficiency values. HART 10-295 is a Top Performer during 
performance testing with veld bull economic index (112), wean index (105), ADG index (113) and Kleiber index (110). His pelvis 
index is on group average. 

HART 10-295’s pedigree is worth its weight in gold – strong bulls and cows that have left their mark in RSA and Namibia. 
Check his performance test data, his breeding value indices, his father and mother lines and put this bull on your shortlist. If 
you are in the market for improving any traits in which his strength lies, mark him in red on your shortlist.

LOT 49 : HART 11 - 198
He is bred from AG 06-350 – he is also on auction as one of the proven stud sires. Have a 

good look at him and also at his other sons on auction. That will give you a good indication 
of the bull’s breeding ability. The dam is HART 09-094, AFC is 27 months, ICP 399 days for 
3 calves, RI of 113, wean weight ratio of 52,5% and average wean index of 98/2 calves. It is 
a great achievement for any cow to obtain these reproduction and production figures in the 

Kalahari. 
HART 11-198 is a medium-frame bull with excellent qualities. His adaptability traits are good and he presents good hump 

development, long tail, strong legs and claws with loose and moveable skin. His hair quality could have been better. His leg 
structure is excellent for use on heifers – sufficient width across the hocks for sufficient muscle attachment (meat), legs and 
hocks are clean and not too slim. He is masculine with a strong head and good eyebrows, alert eyes, strong neck with good 
darkening of the forequarter and a good scrotum (34,5 cm). 

HART 11-198 is functionally and structurally great. Check the strong topline, good slope of rump and clean underline. This 
bull displays the supple musculature which we believe will become increasingly more important in the Bonsmaras. Not just for 
ease of calving but also the type of bull that is going to be more and more in demand to address the “excessive” musculature in 
some of the cows. Emphasis has been laid on breeding well-muscled bulls for a long time – and it should be so. Consideration 
must now be given to the musculature present in cows. The bull’s sisters usually stay behind in the herd. 

HART 11-198 has a good build with sufficient depth, nice capacity, sufficient width and outstanding length. His height/length 
ratio is 1:27 which is much better than breed average. He is an “All Rounder” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. He 
has more than enough growth for use on cows – have a look at his good breeding value indices. His pelvis index of 105 is also 
very good. 

HART 11-198 is one of the younger bulls on auction- he won’t even be 3 years old at the auction. Don’t compare him with 
the older bulls – you’re not comparing apples with apples! Check out his performance testing data and his good breeding value 
indices, rate his conformation, adaptability, masculinity and meat traits and then make an informed decision. 

On Hartebeestloop we give this bull a top rating!

HARTEBEESTLOOP AUCTION - 22 MAY 2014, 11H00
AGRA / HARTEBEESTLOOP FARMERS’ DAY - 21 MAY 2014, 8H30
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LOT 50 : HART 08 - 256
He is bred from HJS 03-016 and HART 06-052. She comes from our more Bosindicus cow 

line from Woestyn Bonsmaras. On the father’s side she is from AG 98-338. These combina-
tions have always worked very well on Hartebeestloop. Her AFC is 28 months, ICP of 370 
days for 5 calves, RI of 114 and average wean weight ratio of 45,8%. She is a good cow that 
always does her part. 

HJS 03-016 is a proven stud sire and 4 of his sons are also used in the stud. HART 08-256 has also been used by Nick van 
Wyk of Millekana Bonsmaras and he is highly satisfied with his performances and the calves that have arrived. It is always good 
to know that bulls also perform well in other areas. 

HART 08-256 is an early-mature medium-frame “All Rounder” bull that can be used on heifers and cows. His finer bone struc-
ture makes him ideal for mating with first-time heifers – and then still get good calves from the first-calf heifers. He presents 
excellent capacity, good musculature, very good width and nice balance. His topline is strong, good slope of rump, strong legs 
and very good claws. Have a good look at the clean underline with perfect sheath and navel flap. Adaptability traits are top of 
the range – coat and hair are perfect, hump is well developed and skin is thick and moveable. 

There are many good secondary masculinity traits in the bull – darkening is present, scrotum is excellent (39 cm measured 
prior to auction), eyebrows and head reflect masculinity. The bull has an abundance of meat – check out his hindquarter, thighs, 
loins and slope of rump. They are loaded with meat. 

HART 08-256 also performs very well with wean index (100), ADG index (99), Kleiber index (103), veld bull index (110) and 
pelvis index (103). He is always first to be in good condition on the veld – this is a trait that has great economic advantage 
for the farmer. It is one of the traits we are trying our best to establish on Hartebeestloop. Apart from condition breeding by sight 
we also use the breeding value indices of early fat deposition determined by means of ultrasound scanning. 

His breeding value indices are well balanced and you can clearly see that he can also be used as safe heifer bull for young 
heifers. HART 08-256 will be very good at mating with first-time heifers, breeding large-frame cows’ progeny to be more 
medium-frame and overall bringing very good adaptability, functional efficiency traits and structural correctness to herds. Don’t 
look at the size of the bull – check and evaluate his conformation and performances. These are his strong points.

LOT 51 : HART 11 - 239
He is bred from AG 01-152 – I have already referred to this bull’s -and his progeny- impact 

on our herd, previously in the catalogue. His mother is a Bokkie van der Merwe cow, EI 02-
012, which I purchased at the Vaalbos Bonsmara stud sale. She is a 2013 Elite Gold Pedi-
gree award cow. Her AFC is 31 months, ICP of 400 days for 9 calves with an average wean 
index of 98/8 and RI of 107. She is a striking example of the Bonsmara’s adaptability – from 

Bokkie – Vaalbos Bonsmaras – Hartebeestloop Bonsmaras and she retains a first-rate reproduction and production ability. This 
is simply exceptional breeding material. 

She is a larger-frame cow (type 4) with heavy mature weight. BVIs for mature weight and shoulder height are 116 and 105 
respectively. I paired her correctively with AG 01-152. 

HART 11-239 is now 2 years and 6 months old and already presents good masculinity. His head is strong and held high, 
eyebrows are well developed, he presents a wide mouth and good darkening in the neck area. He has a proper bull’s neck. His 
scrotum hangs perfectly, is well formed and measures 35,5 cm. 

The bull has good musculature (BVI for eye-muscle surface is 124), width throughout, good depth through the forequarter 
and good capacity. Topline is strong, full of meat behind the shoulders, inner and outer thighs are loaded with meat and the loin 
areas as well as the slope of rump have an abundance of meat. His legs and claws cannot be better suited for our conditions 
– an animal cannot survive here if his legs and claws are not strong. His adaptability is outstanding – his coat and hair, hump 
development and thick skin folds in neck and long tail – is what distinguishes the Bonsmara breed from many other breeds. His 
veld bull index is 105 which is indicative of his good adaptability on the veld. His pelvis index is also better than group average 
at 104. 

HART 11-239’s breeding value indices show that he is a small to medium-frame (type 2,5) bull that can be used on heifers. 
HART 11-239 will introduce good conformation, adaptability and musculature into your herd. It would be a good thing to 

selectively pair him with larger and later-mature cows or crossbred cows where you want to address frame size.
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LOT 52 : HART 11 - 010
He is bred from KHB 04-168 of Johan Myburgh of Kings Heath Bonsmaras. We purchased 

2 stud bulls from him, both of which performed very well at Hartebeestloop. KHB 04-168 was 
sold to Tollie van Tonder of Komaweer Bonsmaras in 2011. In the meantime Tollie sold his 
stud to Dawie Moller. The dam is CEF 99-086, which is a stud cow par excellence. She is 
also a 2014 Stud Book Elite Gold cow. Her AFC is 30 months, ICP of 394 days for 11 calves, 

RI of 109, wean index of 102/10 and 75% stud approval of her calves. We have sold her progeny across the entire Namibia. 
HART 11-010 is a small to medium-frame bull (Type 2,5) that can be used on heifers and cows. He has sufficient musculature 

(BVI 106), ample capacity and width with a strong topline. 
His secondary masculinity traits are well developed – head is strong, good eyebrows, wide between the eyes, nice darkening 

and good scrotum that is well formed, hangs symmetrically and measures 39 cm. 
He has good adaptability with glossy coat and hair, nice hump, long tail and good legs and hooves. His finer bone structure 

makes him ideally suited to mate with first-time heifers without calving problems. His sheath could have been better, but is still 
within breed standards and very acceptable. We have conducted an evaluation of the bull and there are so many other positive 
traits that override the slightly inferior sheath. 

HART 11-010’s breeding value index shows exactly what the bull looks like and this determines his utilization for mating with 
first-time heifers. His performance test data is good with ADG index of 102 and Kleiber index of 106. 

HART 11-010 will have a specific use in your herd to mate with first-time heifers, to “breed down” the progeny of large-frame, 
late-mature type cows, to be used in a crossbreeding programme or just to be kept as a stud bull among your cows. Com-
mercial breeders who specialise in crossbreeding must pay special attention to him. Our crossbreeding tolly project at Harte-
beestloop shows the very good results this type of Bonsmara bull has on the larger-frame later-mature type cows.

LOT 53 : HART 11 - 158
He is bred from AG 01-152 and VBB 06-107. She comes from Vaalbos Bonsmaras with 

AFC of 24 months, ICP of 427 days for 5 calves, RI of 110 and 100% stud approval of her 
calves. Her wean index is 106/5 and she weans at 52,9% of her body mass. She is an excel-
lent cow and we sold 2 splendid heifers of hers to Springputz Bonsmaras and Laurentius 
Julius. 

HART 11-158 is a medium-frame bull (type 3,5) which I would for the time being use only on cows. First have a look at the 
calves and then decide whether the bull can also be used on grown-out heifers. He comes from a proven father line of heifer 
bulls and his dam also has a nice medium frame. 

He has excellent adaptability traits – glossy coat and hair, long tail, nice hump, clean underline and good legs and strong 
claws. His condition on the veld is always good, he is well adapted and will easily adapt to other areas of the country. His breed-
ing value index for early fat deposition and gaining condition is 141. This is obvious when you look at the bull. He has good mas-
culinity – head is strong, eyebrows are also strong, very good darkening and a nice scrotum. Scrotal circumference is 39 cm. 

Good meat traits are present. He presents a great topline, length and slope of rump are right, hindquarter is well developed 
and both thighs are loaded with meat. There is good musculature – breeding value index for eye-muscle surface size is 139. 
Both depth and capacity are very acceptable. He also presents good ruminant capacity. Height/length ratio of 1:20 is also good. 

HART 11-158’s breeding value indices are also very good. Slightly heavier on birth direct, excellent growth ability, ADG and 
feed efficiency and large scrotum breeding value index. He performs very well in the performance testing – wean index (110), 
ADG index (125), Kleiber index (114), veld bull index (107) and pelvis index (110). HART 11-158 is a veld bull that performs 
very well under extensive conditions with minimum input costs. He is genetically bred like that and his performance testing and 
breeding value indices show the great potential for his progeny to perform just as well. 

HART 11-158 performs extremely well irrespective of how and what was tested. His performance data tell the story – always 
top of the range! I like a bull whose good looks are also backed by performance and breeding value indices. 

Potential buyers must put HART 11-158 on their shortlist – he really has very good traits and qualities.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Health Status
 All the animals’ health status is on the same level – whether it is for commercial or stud purposes, it makes no differ-
ence. All animals’ vaccinations are up to date. Animals are vaccinated against 3-day stiff sickness, Rift Valley fever and 
lumpy skin disease. All animals are injected with multi-minerals and multi-vitamins as well. All female animals are clas-
sified as pregnant or is sold with calf. Open heifers are certified accordingly and comes with veterinary recommenda-
tion that their reproductive organs have been clinically inspected and that no visible or clinical abnormalities have been 
detected. Where possible we eliminate the risks for you at our auction! 

2. Hartebeestloop Guarantee of Satisfaction
All the auction bulls had been through a thorough process of performance testing with special emphasis on those traits 
that are of economic importance. We believe in our bulls. We therefore offer you our complete Hartebeestloop Guaran-
tee of Satisfaction. 

3. Female Animals on auction 
Come and familiarise yourself with the quality of the female animals offered on auction. These female animals should 
make a valuable contribution to the quality of your herd. The cows and heifers come from the tough Kalahari, Swartrante 
and Hochfeld and should perform just as well – if not better – in any other environment. There is always a request for 
good Bonsmara female animals. This comes as no surprise - the Bonsmara is the motherline of choice! There are more 
than 150 animals for you to choose from – these include the female animals from our guest sellers. Our female animals 
on offer make it worth the effort to attend the auction! Have a good look at the calves that are from very good to excel-
lent quality. The pregnancy status of the female animals will be available on the day of auction. Pregnancy certificates 
will be issued by the veterinary surgeon.

For the connoisseur breeder we have chosen the best 6 pregnant heifers from each of our guest sellers. These animals 
are of outstanding quality and should make a big contribution to any herd. Here you get the best from various breeders 
that have been bred during the specific year! 

4.  Free transport 
We deliver free of charge; if the road is accessible the animals will be delivered to the farm. We also deliver animals free 
of charge to the larger centres in RSA since our trucks have to travel for seed and fertilizers for the new planting season. 
We also deliver free of charge to Ghanzi and Gaborone. 
Interested South Africans may contact us regarding this. Should you be interested in organizing your own transport and 
insurance, help will be available at the auction. If the animals must stay over a couple of days, that can be arranged. 
The Hartebeestloop staff will look after the animals and provide them with good feeding. Please note that the buyer will 
take the full risk.

5.  Accommodation 
There are a number of guest houses, B&B’s, lodges and hotels in or close to Stampriet. We have listed some accommo-
dation in the area, with contact details on our website (www.bonsmara.com.na). 
Stampriet is about 23 km from Hartebeestloop. Mariental is about 55 km from Stampriet. 
    
Our experience is that many people come for both the Farmers Day (this year on Wednesday 21May) as well as the 
Auction (Thursday 22 May). Please ensure that you make an early booking to ensure accommodation. The closer places 
normally fill up quite long before the auction.
   
For any further information, please contact: 
  Jaco van Vuuren (All Round Namibia, Tours & Transfers)
   +264 61 259 831 / +264 81 246 3245, logistics@iway.na

Visit www.bonsmara.com.na for a detailed list of accommodation 
available. Jaco will help where he can - do contact him!
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MINIMUM CRITERIA TO APPLY FOR HARTEBEESTLOOP STANDARD BANK BULL FINANCING SCHEME:                                      
• FOR CC OR COMPANY:

- Registered name and registration number of the CC 
  or Company 
- Income tax and/or value added tax (VAT) numbers- 
  ITC record must be clear
- Clear ITC 
- Satisfactory bank code (to be obtained for existing 
  Standard bank client’s)
- Satisfactory bank report (to be obtained for non-
  Standard bank client’s) 

    • FOR INDIVIDUALS:
- Namibian Identity Document
- Contact particulars
- Proof of income
- Clear ITC
- Proof of residential address (i.e. utility bill/voter’s
  registration card/retail account older than 3 months)
- Satisfactory bank code (to be obtained for existing
 Standard bank client’s)
- Satisfactory bank report (to be obtained for non-
  Standard bank client’s) 

8.  Standard Bank can help with financing your animals!
It is now very easy to obtain Hartebeestloop bulls and female animals, with the help of the Standard Bank Financing 
Scheme. Much more information is available on our website (www.bonsmara.com.na).

6.  Map and GPS coordinates
More information is available on our website : www.bonsmara.com.na   (Auction 2014 / General)

7.  Transport from Windhoek to the auction on 22 May at 6H00
Transport is available should you want to attend only the auction DD 22 May 2014. You may book a seat on the shuttle 
that leaves Windhoek at 06H00. The shuttle will return directly after the auction (around 17H00). There is ample time to 
still enjoy a delicious breakfast before the auction as well as to view the auction animals, before 11H00, when the auc-
tion starts. 
   Should you be interested, please contact Jaco van Vuuren 081 246 3245 (logistics@iway.na) to book a seat.   

For more information, please contact the following staff at Standard Bank:
Andre Botes CENTRAL  Tel: (061) 294 2476
Herman Coetzee CENTRAL  Tel: (061) 294 2451
Dwaine Henckert CENTRAL  Tel: (061) 294 2851
Abie Blaauw OKAHANDJA  Tel: (062) 503 047
Jan Hayward TSUMEB   Tel: (067) 220 956

Do visit our website regarding Standard Bank’s conditions of financing:
www.bonsmara.com.na (Veiling 2014 / Algemene inligting)

Johan Marais KEETMANSHOOP  Tel: (063) 223 274
Johan van Wyk GOBABIS  Tel: (062) 562 423
Abel v/d Merwe OUTJO/OMARURU Tel: (067) 313 016
Gerhard Mukuahima CENTRAL   Tel: (061) 294 2684
 

9.  FNB
This is an invitation to all FNB clients to apply for pre-approval for financing to be part of the prestigious Hartebeestloop 
Auction. Much more information is available on our website (www.bonsmara.com.na).

10.  AGRIBANK OF NAMIBIA
AGRIBANK can help with financing your auction animals purchased at the auction! Hand in your application and 
AGRIBANK can help with a loan to help you invest in top genetics! Read more on our website (www.bonsmara.com.na).


